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This section of Kenlake between the harbor and the swimming
area is no longer accessible except by boat or wading. The
is
swimming area to the left of this section. usually very low,

Official Warns Of 'Con
Artists' Who Pose As
Social Security Agents

•

..Tidpb"

hardi recognizable. as the rising waters haNe crept nearly up as
the bank.

This access road to boat ilium-lung ramps and the sailboat
launching winch now leads beneath the water, and docks off the
bank are now stranded without ramps. The waters are expected

McCord To Disclose
Additional Details
In Watergate Trial

Dr. Herbert C. Denham Speaker 7-Christian
For Hazel School Alumni Reunion Pep Rally
The annual reuruon of the
Hazel High School Alumni
Association will be held
Saturday, Aprd 21, at seven
p.m at the Murray Woman's
Club House, South 7th and Vine
Streets, Murray.
Dr. Herbert C 1Connie
Denham, Murray optometrist,
will be the speaker for the
reunion. He was born in Hazel
and attended Hazel High School
for twelve years graduating in
the class of 1948 He was a
member of the Hazel Lions
basketball team.

to hit the 372-foot mark tomorrow,an all-time record high
staff Photos By Da‘idHlll

Scheduled

..
Mee IV at Key /3 "Calling
Our Continent to New Life" is
scheduled to become alive
through a Christian Pep Rally
at the City Park at 2:00 on
Sunday, April 1, according to
Chuck Guthrie, youth chairman.
This event will include a
combination of Contemporary
Christian singing and individual
Christian testimony. Two
groups will sing during this
event, "Share" and the
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_FAKUD.o§ _are buvirig_reUeratorswe are told,
because they keep food from freezing. Xild the
Johannesburg Zoo, imported a lion from Britain. --- -South Africa's biggest city is in lion country. The
kings of beasts roam freely in Kruger and other
game parks of the Republic. But they are in short
supply. The purchase of a British-bred lion from the
Windsor Safari Park may be the beginning of a
flourishing trade.
There's nothing so strange about it. Europeans
lately have been trying to get rid of their American
dollars. It wouldn't be surprising any day to learn
that coal is being hauled to Newcastle.-Columbia
S.C.) Record.

LEDO=•TIMMS 111.1
Willie (Bill) Bucy, age 48, died suddenly yesterday
morning after suffering a heart attack.
New directors of the Murray Chamber of Commerce to be installed at the meeting tomorrow will
be Luther Robertson, Buford Hurt, Gene Landolt,
and Ed Settle.
Mrs. Evon Kelley of the Murray-Calloway County
Library showed the film, "Pattern For Survival" at
the meeting of the Business and Professional
Women's Club held at the Murray Woman's Club
House.
Elected as officers of the WSCS of the First
Methodist Church are Mesdames Jack Bailey,
Richard Tuck, C.C. Lowry, B.C. Allbrittea, T.C.
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Isn't it The Truth!

Support For Week-Long Boycott
Of Meat Appears To Be Growing

Nixon puts on a freeze."
come from Gov. Meldrim
By LEE MARGULIES
--"This type of boycott where Thomson Jr. of New HampAssociated Press Writer
Support for a week-long meat it is announced ahead of time shire, delegates to a United
boycott starting the first of and the butcher can adjust his Auto Workers Union convention
April appears to be growing order, this can only have a in New York, the Consumer
daily just a month after two good effect," says Nell Week- Federation of California, NaLos Angeles housewives con- ley, director of the Mayor's Of- tional Cohsumers United of Chicerned about high prices sug- fice of Consumer Affairs in cago, the Consumer Assembly
New Orleans.
of Greater New York and many
gested the resistance.
Boycott endorsements have other organizations.
Anger over high prices or
simple financial necessity apVIORMINIO...ftmok
parently is prompting many
housewives to sharply reduce
their) meat buying. And contrary to President Nixon's opin•
ion that a boycott would not be
"an effective use of what we
call 'people power,7 a buying
'
-entback appears
way.
11611111t,
The 4merican Meat Institute
reports from Chicago that there
was a drop in wholesale meat
prices during the past week.
Noting this, Chairman Herbert
NEW ROCKFORD, N.D., TRANSCRIPT: "More
Stein of the President's Council
of Economic Advisers, told and more it becomes evident there is a small band of
Washington newsmen revolutionaries who spare no effort to disrupt
Thursday:
everything from prisons and colleges to firemen and
"Something seems to be worenforcement activities. Because they're few in
law
king back from the demand
side. Consumer resistance may number we tend to take their nonsense in stride.
Maybe we should be more interested. Fidel
be having an effect."
The National Association of Castro...told an American interviewer that not even
Food Chains said that in a re- one per cent of the people in Cuba were real
_._centlelenhone survey,of 16_food
1
--eeveltit-ionaries when:betook_ control of the governchains, 15 reported they were
ordering less beef than before. ment. That's not many, either, is it?"
The Western States Meat Packers Association says West Coast
STAYTON,ORE., MAIL:"We got a chuckle from
meat wholesalers have cut this little editorial item....'Male New York school
their prices 2 to 3 cents a
teachers are protesting the district's maternity
pound in response to pressure
leave
program as sex discrimination. Not true. Any
from consumers and the govman who can qualify is eligible.' "
ernment
Earlier in the meeting, Har- pollution-control equipment at
Organizers of the boycott
ris had criticized officials of the plants elsewhere on the basis of promise they'll have an even
ALTOONA, PA., MIRROR: "As the issue of gun
Tennessee Valley Authority "worst offenders first "
greater effect in April Women
control
heats up in the Congress again..,the current
; TVA ) for asking a two-year
TVA says it plans to meet the are showing up at superdelay, until 1977, after the state air-quality requirements, markets across the nation to position of every senator and congressman assumes
state's deadline for meeting but it has refused to apply for a hand out boycott leaflets and fresh interest and importance. You need to know
regulations concerning dust and permit as required of potential circulate recipes for meatless where they stand and they need to know where you
soot emissions at its Shawnee polluters
meals
stand. It could be vital to the future of legitimate gun
Steam Plant at Paducah.
Kentucky Atty. Gen, Ed HanIn many stores shoppers al_
ownership."
---F.E. Gartrell, TVA's director cock has filed a lawsuit in U.S. ready are boycotting the meat
of environmental planning, said District Court in Louisville department on certain days of
controls at the Paducah plant seeking to force TVA and other the week If the one-week April
BENNETTSVILLE,S.C., MARLBORO HERALDmake it •'a clean one" even federal installations to apply boycott doesn't bring- lower ADVOCATE: "Stop worrying about your comprices, supporters vow to ex- petitors and start
now, and that TVA is installing for permits
worrying about your customers
tend it one, two or even three
You've got a lot more customers than competitors,
weeks.
"I think it's the phenomenon and your competitors never gave you a nickel's
of the decade," says June worth of business and never will."
Donavan of the boycott which
she and her friend, Arline
HOUSTON,TEXAS,TRIBUNE:"Perhaps we pay
Mathews, conceived in a
too
much attention to the things that are wrong with
WASHINGTON AP) - Ken- law required that the raises be telephone conversation in late
our
country, and too little to the things that are right
spread
among
all
qualifying
deFebruary
The
two
women
estitucky's effort to give local pottceM err-15-'per'c'ent --pay Partnitats-wlitch .rataat thaLizatetbe,y'yg_ rptflyed more about it , We might well pause to reflect now and then
poqi.-.-t% 0--raraises-rejected twice by the Kentucky could spend none of than 20,000 letters and ft-uricriecrs"-u
cts: In reCeni yeaWIRITV4Telsrlaff,d0tralltr — federal governmenthas the funds appropriated for the of phone calls expressing sup- 450,000 persons have immigrated into the U.S
gained a new lease on life, at raises unless all departments port and seeking more informa- yearly
besides a large number who entered
were eligible.
tion about forming Fight Inleast temporarily.
illegally
)
They came here to better themselves, and
An
appeal
of
the
clubs.
Pay
Together
!FIT)
Board
flation
Sen. Marlow Cook, R-Ky.,
An Associated Press survey because there were more things wrong with their
and Kentucky Crime Commis- decision was rejected Feb. 29.
Gov. Wendell Ford has an- showed similar sentiments else- native lands than with ours. And, on the other side of
sioner director Charles Owen
announced Thsuliday that the nounced plans to go ahead with where
the coin, can you think of anyone who is keen on
It's a Chalice for
federal Cost of Living Council ibe-16-pei:cent acro65451/0111111
leaving this country to live anywhere else"
to
somehas agreed to review' the deci- hikes regardless of the outcome consumers to grab on
at
and
fight
back,"
says
the
thing
federal
level.
sions made by the now-defunct
Owen, who was in Washing- Eva Sartwell of Concord, N.H.
Pay Board.
Owen and Cook said they met ton representing the governor, -We, the consumers, are the
Wednesday with Quinn Mills, a reiterated Thursday that there ones keeping the costs of meat
Open 6 30 Start 1:00
special assistant to the head of is "no doubt" the state will go high because meat is not in
short
supply
"
TONITE thru SUN.
the Cost of Living Council, and ahead with the raises.
--"If we don't buy the meat,
"We just want to make the
left the session somewhat optiraises without conflict with the the grocery stores can't sell the
mistic.
federal government," Owen meat," says Dreama Thomas
"It's the first light we've added. "So we're exploring ev- of Grove City, Ohio. "They will
seen," Owen said.
ery possible avenue to do it le- just have to order less until
The Pay Board had ruled in gally.''
they bring the prices down or
February that Kentucky could
Cook said he had no idea
grant pay raises up to 11 per when the Cost of Living Council
cent to officers who meet cer- would decide on Kentucky
tain training standards-as long raises, but added: "I w
as the raises didn't hike the
hope it would be expeditioup,
Pros ri
cal police department's averOwen said plans are to glolint
age salary above $9,013 a year. a 5.5 per cent raise to all local
That meant that no raises could police departmentstretroactive
be granted for Louisville or Jef- to July 1, 1972. After July 1, he
THEATREi
ferson County police.
March 30 has been selected as
said, another 9.5 per cent will
the date for the 19'73 Purchase
Meanwhile, a 1972 Kentucky be added.
Ends Tue. 4/3
Area
Youthpower
Foods
Conference to be held at
What did happen
Colonial Bob's Plantation House
on the
LEXINGTON,Ky.( API-A 3&year-old Lexington man, Marion Smorgasbord, 5810 Kentucky
•
hulawassev
Dam
Road,
River?
Paducah,
KenEugene Brannon, is being held in the July 1972, robbery of the
tucky. The Conference will start
First and People's Bank in Ashland.
The FBI arrested Brannon Thursday, said Thomas W. Kitchens at 8:30 a.m. with registration
Jr., special agent in charge of the FBI's Louisville office. He said and will end at approximately
Brannon, an unemployed bartender, also is being held on bond 4:00 p.m.
Youthpower is an organized
default for failure to appear Feb. 26, in U.S. District in connection
effort on the part of young
with the bank robbery charge.
Brannon was indicted in September by a federal grand jury in people to reach other youths
with information about food and
Lexington and charged with violation of the federal bank robbery
nutrition, a spokesman said.
statute.
Dumbo-1:25, 3:53
It all began as a project of the
SMITSVILLE, Ky.(API -A Giasgow auditing firm has been
asked to review the financial status of the Allen County Hospital, National Food Conference in
7:25, 9:53
which recently had to borrow $20,000 to survive a temporary 1960. The NFC is a voluntary
group
of
over
65
food
industries
financial crisis.
Lobo -2:35 & 8:35
Hospital Administrator Anna Shelton said delayed payments and organizations. It sponsors a
from Medicare and private insurance companies caused the National Youthpower Congress
money problems. About 120,000 in debts could not be collected last each year in March at Chicago.
SUN.-MON.-TUE.
Its purpose is to improve
year from individuals or Medicare last year, and since 1968, the
dietary
standards
and
hospital has been unable to collect more than $538,000 owed it.
Frank Perry's
Allen County Judge W.C. Broughton, a hospital commission knowledge of food industry
member,said that is one of the problems auditors will review next through the efforts of over 20
million teenagers telling the
month.
same story about "Food
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.(AP; f'he Department of Labor
has Comes First."
filed a complaint in U.S. District Court in Bowling
Green,
The Food Conference is made
charging Supreme Feed Mills Inc with violating the Fair
Labor up of two delegates from each
JON VOIGHT
Standards Act of 1938.
high school representing FHA,
*
Tuesday
Weld
The complaint contends that siiice Feb. 27, 1969, the company FFA,
BURT REYNOLDS
DECA, FTA, BETA,
has failed to pay employes time and one-half wages for time
FBLA,4-H, and Student Council
worked over 40 hours.
* Anthony Perkins
or Delegate-at-Large. These
The department seeks an injunction to halt the practice and
delegates must be a sophomore
back wages for the company's employes.
i•fl
or junior in high school.

Mrs. Essie Blabo
honored with a di
celebration of her 85th
on Saturday, March 1
thirty o'clock in the e
the Community Cente
Drive.
A potluck supper
special birthday c
served.
The honoree was the
of many nice gifts.
Family members
were Mr. and Mr
Blalock, Mr. and Mr
Blalock, Aubrey Fa
Brumley and son, Mr.
Michael Miller and
all of Murray, Mr. and
Blalock of St. Louis,
-/Sr'.'antr Mit, Allan
children
Dixon, T
and Mrs. Doris Hill a
of Calvert City, Mr
Jay Bury and cia
Bowling Green, and
Mrs. James Ed F.
children of Rolla, Mu
Also present an
during the evening we
close friends and net
Mrs. Blalock

of

Initiation Held
Rainbow For
Regular Meeti
Murray Assembl
Order of the Rambo
held its regular mee
Masonic Hall with
George, worthy
presiding.
Plans for a ba
rummage sale to be
American Legion
discussed The gir
pick up old cans off
for its ecology proj
The Assembly ;
slumber party at th
Hall on March 23.
An initiation was
degrees of the
conferred upon Jul
Members atten
meeting were
Becky Edwards, J
lAada George,
Kathy Higginboth
George, Nita A
Sledd, Paula C
Robertson, Kathy
Dartina Darnell,
Patricia Stephe
Newberry, Vicki
Melanie Wilson,

Plan Submitted To Clean Up
Rivers, Streams In Kentucky

FRANKFORT,Ky. AP)- A
plan that could eventually
make almost all Kentucky
streams clean enough to swim
in and to support fish life will
be submitted by April 18 for
preliminary approval by the
U.S. Envkussmental Protection
Agency.
Doran. and M.P. Christopher.
Under the plan, revealed
Thursday by Environmental
Protection Commissioner
Thomas 0. Harris, the DepartLiDGESI•TIMM FILM
ment for Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection
Over 10,000 persons attended the Mule Day
would require most sewageCelebration held here yesterday, sponsored by the treatment plants in the state to
daily Ledger & Times and the Murray Rescue improve their discharges
The improvement of existing
Squad.
plants would take place over a
Deaths reported are Miss Josie Hill, age 78, and
period of years as funds are
Mrs. A.T. Crawford. age 68.
available, Harris said, and new
New <officers„of., the Lynn Grcye _PTA are Mrs. plants would be required to
anncEs7-4-rhee stentt`ent cluntitY stand'
Thomas Lee Armstrong, Mrs-lames-r"ards
Alton Hughes, and Mrs. Dan Fain.
The plan contains no target
•:;
Miss Jean Ann Moubray, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. date for achieving its goals, but
Moubray and student at Murray Training Director Herman D Regan of
School, was elected treasurer of the Paducah the department's division of
District of the Future Homemakers of America at water said -The goal of '83 is
what were shooting for."
Collge.
''.•the spring meeting held_aLl'Aurray State -Conunisai.oner Harris talked
the plan at the first formal meeting of Kentucky's new
Environmental Quality 'ornLEDGER•TIKES /ILI
mission, an advisory body,
'X
which unanimously endorsed
:
4i.-- Deaths reported this week include James•Henry
proposal.
Coleman, age 79, C. Young Langston. age 48, W.E. the
Jackie Swigart of LouisSpann. age 65, and Mark Stevenson, age '73. ,
vile, chairman of the commis", Max B. Hurt. Calloway OCD Chairman and
sion, who had opposed a waterquality proposal made last year
')! assistant postmaster at Murray, has been appointed
by the old Water Pollution Cona member of the Board of Directors of the National
trol Commission, reacted favor'
iiWoodmen of the World, He is now attending a
ably to Thursday's proposal
meeting in Omaha, Nebraska.
The new plan. as Harris outF. Elizabeth E. Jones, daughter of Mrs. Alice Jones lined it, would provide that
-All Kentucky streams be
:fe
e of Hazel, is serving with the Red Cross in North
classified
for all uses ; public
;S: Africa.
and industrial water supply,
Parker,
Castle
Parker,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.B.
.
recreation and aquatic life),
has been presented his Boy Scout Eagle Badge at a upgrading them to the state's
.0,`•
highest water-quality stand0:Court of Honor by Troop 45.
•
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. ards.
-Waste-discharge permit
?Devoe Bridges, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James Black,
holders whose discharges don't
r,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Hopkins on March 11, a meet state requirements must
sio
girl to Mr. and Mrs. E.G. Chapman on March 11, a apply for variances and will be
boy to Mr. and Mrs. H.L. Tidwell on March 14, and a required to submit a plan for
boy to Pvt. and Mrs. Coleman McKee! on March 18. making the discharges meet
state standards.
---New treatment plants may
not degrade the quality of a
strea m.
..,, And ye shall be hated of all men for my names
Because no feasible method
.: Sake: but he who endureth to the end shall be has been found to remove acid
.discharges from abandoned
c saved.-Matthew 10:22.
coal-mining operations, Regan
t Blessed are they that are persecuted for
said, streams containing acid
;'•
drainage from mines would be
..'righteousness sake.
exempted from classification.
He estimated that 200 to 400
6.;
miles of streams are affected
by such drainage, which is poisonous to fish and plant life.
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Last year's water-quality prok: I have committed no crime, I have paid my taxes,
posal would have exempted 2,0.1 I love my country and oppose communism and I am 000 miles of streams from the
welcome at the bank; this month, at least. Yet I am
strictest state water-quality
•
t, treated like a suspected criminal by the data
standards.
Mrs. Swigart, who also is
processing centers that have instant and complete
environmental
dossiers on men and nearly everybody else who chairman of the
quality committee of the I euis!: spends to live. When
needed, they push a button
ville-Jefferson County league
and instantly call up information that I did not agree
of Women Voters, said she approved of the new plan.
that we consumers are being organized, ruled and
"The point is that you're setused by the computer, just try to step out of line and
ting a goal to bring all the
, pay a bill on a Monday instead of a Tuesday.
streams to the same quality,"
"(('oercion) has made one-half of the
she said, adding that the earworld fools and the other half
lier proposal had indicated
"that there's no hope for cleanhypocrites."
ing the streams up."
-Thomas Jefferson, 1821
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Police Pay Raise
Given New Chance

.Conference
Held
On March 30

Sherry P
Judy Ad
Joyce M
Judy

The Dirt Gang
Plus
Cycle Savages

Kentucky Roundup

"PLAY IT AS
IT LAYS" HR

4

Klein, Julie Spann,
Coleman.
Adults attending
Vicki Nance,
Mrs. Twila Co
Williams, Mrs.
chens, Pat Evans,
Jackson, Dee
Eva Lamb.

attended the
Forum in Lex
They attended
the famous hair
Yank. Newest
II
spring and s
rut, cuff an
demonstrational
precisioned in
the small head
close at the nap

J yD

•

Beai),ty
Bel All ShOpt

"11

SPEC
* Good
Plain
v.)

Ladies &

0
Lui

ON
CL
„est, re of
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Mrs. Essie Blalock
Honored At Supper-On 85th Birthday
Mrs. Essie Blalock was
honored with a dinner in
celebration of her faith birthday
on Saturday, March 17, at =thirty o'clock in the evening at
the Commuruty Center on Ellis
Drive.
A potluck supper with a
special birthday cake was
served.
The honoree was the recipient
of many nice gifts.
Family members attending
were Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Blalock, Mr. and Mrs. James
Blalock, Aubrey Farris, Ben
Brumley and son, Mr. and Mrs.
Michael Miller and children,
all of Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Pat
Blalock of St. Louis, Mo., and
Wt.'Abe Mr%. Ann /teen! 1111113-`
children of Dixon, Tenn., Mr.
and Mrs. Doris Hill and children
of Calvert City, Mr. and Mrs.
Jay Bury and daughter of
Bowling Green, and Mr. and
Mrs. James Ed Farris and
children of Rolla, Mo.
Also present and calling
during the evening were several
close friends and neighbors of
Mrs. Blalock_

Initiation Held At
Rainbow For Girls
Regufar Meeting

-

Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
held its regular meeting at the
Masonic Hall with Miss Linda
George, worthy advisor,
presiding.
Plans for a bazaar and
rummage sale to be held at the
American Legion Hall were
discussed. The girls voted to
pick up old cans off the highway
for its ecology proiect.
The Assembly planned •
slumber party at the Masonic
Hall on March 23
An Initiation was held with the
degrees of the assembly being
conferred oPeo Julie SpannMembers attending the
meeting were Debbie Nance,
Becky Edwards, Janie Lamb,
Linda George, Cindy Bailey,
Kathy Higginbotham, Tina
George, Nita Atkins, Barbara
Sledd, Paula Cook, Less
Robertson, Kathy Coleman,
Darlina Darnell, Joni Scott,
Patricia Stephens, Janet
Newberry, Vicki Kalliber,
Melanie Wilson, Lucreatia

Kram-Rose Vows To Be Read

Your Individual
Horoscope

FOR SUNDAY,
MARCH 25,1473

By Abigail Van Buren

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars

argument beDEAR ABBY: Maybe you can settle an
for three
married
been
We've
Mt
and
tween my husband
us.
years and it's the second marriage for both of
We have no children to tie us down. Hubby informed
weekend with
me that he was going on a four-day skiing
what 1 may
to
as
down
law
the
laid
"the boys." He also
and may not do while he is gone.
1. .1. may,NOT.under any CirtlilleaiiiCt.onaJLa00S—
and go anywhere.
2 I must be home every swelling to receive his phone
not sure
calls (He says I can't call HIM because he's
exactly where this lodge is, and it's difficult to reach
my
Why should 1 sit home for four days twiddling
boys?"
thumbs while he is off somewhere skiing with -the
both
It's not as tho we were 16 when we got married We're
with his
fun
have
to
time
of
plenty
had
he's
and
35
over
friends
how
This is going to end in a showdown to see just
handle
obedient and well-trained he's got me. How should 1
BETTY
this'
any
mattes
aren't
you
DEAR BETTY: Tell hubby that
yes11
premises. but if you should decide to go somewhere
he can he
he happy to call HIM if he lets you know where
reached. And if he calls and you aren't burnt be sbouidIt'S
IN
disk you dropped dead because there is stUi plenty of
le yowl

ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
listening!
fur
day
A
Something hinted at will be of
More importance then what esactually said; may put your
thoughts on an entirely new
track.

IY"

'10

;u7
TAURUS
bet
( Apr 21 to May 21)
Like Aries, keen perception
will be important now. You may
suddenly get a new slant on a
puzzling job situation.

n4°

GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Miss Deborah Kram
A -deal made with important
persons should up your status,
the
announce
Michigan,
Ferndale.
Kram,
Harold
Mrs.
Mr and
bring gains now Just be sure
engagement of their daughter, Deborah, to Michael David Rose, that you're fully aware of every
son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Rose of Kirksey
angle
.Tbe bride-elect is a 968 graduate of Hazel Park High School
Is
She
and is presently employed with Delta Air Lines.
)
granddaughter of Mrs. Hertha !Cram of Benton Harbor, (June 72 to July 231-ire
Some tension indicated. Avoid
Michigan. and Mrs. Georgia Roush of Lula, Georgia.
highly strung or neurotic
Her fiance is a 1968 graduate of Calloway County High School,
persons, and keep out of
and a 1972 graduate of Murray State University Mr Rose is situations
could
which
presently employed with F.W. Woolworth Company He is the
needlessly involve you in
of
Hughes
A.J.
and
Kirksey
of
grandson of Mrs. Minnie Rose
others' problems
Paducah.
LEO
An April wedding is being planned
(July 24 to Aug 23) 41244bei
Objectivity and& strong sense
r
realism needed Don't look
of
Paw* 71.1 tell er 713-0▪ 141
Mr*. J. 5. Berko= •
for much cooperation from
0
others and don't count on luck to
lee you through day's ups and
downs.
I
e.".

High FHA
Chapter Has Meet
Wednesday Morning

OOKING i
IS FUN

Calloway

Wendy Williams and Vicki
Pat Iamb presented the special
entertainment at the meeting of
the Calloway County High
School Chapter of the Future
America held
(Homemakers of
on Wednesday.
March 21, at

as (KR 11110s•s13IOaf
AP feed ids..'

very
DEAR ABBY: My husband and his partner hired a
there for
was
She
office
their
in
work
to
girl
young
pretty
for her
only 00 days when they gave her a clock-radio
birthday Thirty days later they gave her $100 for Christmas
Don't you think they went overboard for the length of
RALEIGH, N C
time she was there?
DEAR RALEIGH: Maybe she psi la overtime
DEAR ABBY: I rdad the item written by a California
physician in which he put down (In diary forml the
into
thoughts of a woman who had taken her elderly father
her home to live with her The problems she had with him
are well-known to all who have shared their home with an
elderly parent
This doctor f a man I wrote • most compelling piece on
why a WOMAN should "repay" her senile father's hove and
care by looking alter him in his declining years
Note, please, that the MAN doesn't have to do anything.
He only argues eloquently why his wife, or sister, or mother should do it The man isn't around the house all day to
"diaper- Daddy, decipher his babbling, clean up his messes and endure the ordeal But he suggests that a properly
gratedol and respectful WOMAN should. Big dear
I am not a women's libber I am a MAN. But I just
wanted to point out something you might have missed
ROBERT L

VIRGO
WU:A
`•••
( Aug. 24 to Sept 231
Personal relationships under
something of a cloud Stress
A high-handed
diplomacy
attitude will only make you
unpopular
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 co Oct.
A good day for creative efforts Try to give theoretical
ideas practical- and
profitable -application.

JUDY'S

DRY CLEANING

OFFER

DRESSES
LONG COATS

MURRAY
ONE-HOUR
CLEANERS

East Side of Square

DEAR MR. L.. You're right. I missed It. You have •
point. And a good ans. Thank you foe writing.
I DFiNTIArfiriVoRti ANG MITIMIVER": Sr
cheat WITH you. he will probably cheat ON
will
man
a
you. And after years of practice he should know all the
tricks.
Problems? You'll feel better U you get It off your chest.
For a peroseal reply, write to ABBY Rot N.. 11/749. L. A..
Calk. MM. Enclose stamped. sell-addressed envelope.
plum.

Housden Home Scene
f New Providence
Homemakers Meet

Sherry Parker
Judy Adams
Joyce Mayer
Judy Curd

Down Town

MURRAY
ONE-HOUR
CLEANERS

ONE HOUR SERVICE

•
•
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
rOR 1913 For • personal 1N505
forecast ori health. weaTh ove and
.n
marriage seAd II 00 plus IS PIOS
COin for postage and handling to
'Pl.
Horoscope Boa °easterner., Bo*
Old Chelsea Station. New York N
.
PaRel
10011. mentioning ehis Pew,
vriM
Print your NAME. ADDRESS
ZIP and OA re OF BIRTH Ho be sure
Misr
Ner
you gee IN. r Kph I forecast
zodiac sign)

Club is scheduled to mod at
Saturday, March 24
A Country Music Show will be 9:30 a.m. at the club house with
held at the New Concord Mesdames Wallace Baggett,
Elementary School at seven Larry Loycle, ILL. Oakley,
Hiram Tucker, and Tess
p.Hi.
Hopson as hostesses.
A Ham and Bean Supper will
Luther Robertson Parentbe held at South Pleasant Grove
a
United Methodist Church with Teacher Association will have
serving to start at five p.m. The potluck supper at six p.m. at the
supper, sponsored by Methodist school with the meat, bread,
Men of church, will be $1.50 for and beverages to be furnished
,
adults and 75 cents for children, and others to bring vegetables
or
desserts.
salads
twelve and under.

Absent hubby's
law' appealed

Frances Drake

BUFFET SUPPER
SCORPIO
Beef Stroganoff
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 72) Met"
Buckwheat Groats
As with Libra, you, too, may
Salad Bowl
Broccoli
Ix -rye-'* LeWcalt
censer-tErtry--.
—eirfitilf—rrellttvely-tispirett
1
"
dee/591.6"Yris"
"
erewfere
Klein, Julie Spann, and Phyllis morning in the school cafeteria.
yourself jobs should turn out far
Coleman.
better than you anticipate
LEMON PUFF PIE
For their special enAdults attending were Mrs. tertainment Miss Williams and
A superb dessert adapted
Vicki Nance, mother advisor, Miss Lamb gave a cutting they from "Blueberry Hill Menu SAGITTARIUS
Jec
•ii/
Mrs. Twits Coleman, George will be presenting In the Ken- Cookbook" by Elsie Masterton (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
highly
a
be
Hutshould
Martha
This
Williams, Mrs.
Crowell i
tucky Speech Tournament.
stimulating weekend Both
chens, Pat Evans,'Mrs. Judith
Presiding at the meeting was
travel and social activities
Jackson, Dee Lamb, and Mrs. Malinda Taylor, first vice- 6 eggs. separated
I cup plus 1 tablespoon sugar
should prove enlivening. ALso,
Eva Lamb.
president, who made an- Grated nnd of I lemon
there's a hint of new romance in
nouncements of events.
Juice of 2 lemons
the air
The minutes were read by the 2 tablespoons water
CAPRICORN
secretary, Alene Paschall, and 1/4 teaspoon salt
baked pie shell
Dec 22 to Jan. 20) 16
the treasurer's report was given 10-inch
Watch the budget now Reject
Hays
Beth
Mary
by
Beat the 6 egg yolks until any ideas for entertainment
was
Humphries
Vicki
they begin to thicken and are
which you can't really afford.
chairman of the program, lemon color, gradually belt- in
is to be reckless
Tendency
Count."
That
s
the
"Decision
1/2 cup of the sugar then
Questions and answers about lemon nnd lemon juice and AQUARIUS
some of the most important water Cook over low heat. sur (Jan 21 to Feb. 19i
attended the Spring
Don't plan any he, tic acdecisions in the Life of an FRAer ring constantly. until thickwere given by Connie Burkeen, ened do not boil, cover and tivities now. Day. will be more
Forum in Lexington.
cool Beat 5 egg whites until satisfactory if you can get off by
Poppy Ross, and Debbie Miller
gradually
They attended classes of
The meeting was closed with they hold soft peaks,remaining yourself and do some conthe
of
cup
1/2
in
beat
the famous hair stylist Sal
structive thinking.
by
the closing ritual followed
sugar until they hold stiff
Vatile. Newest Cuts for
group singing led by Miss straight peaks Fold into egg PISCES
spring and summer. Wedge
Humphries.
f_,A
yolk mixture Turn into pie (Feb. 20 to Mar 20)
cut, cuff and angled
Don't fret if it becomes
shell Beat remaining egg white
demonstrational styles are
neccessary to sacrifice some
with salt until s"ft peaks form
prerisioned in concept with
remaining 1 tablespoon leisure time to busines.s matin
beat
and
DENIM DOINGS
the small bead look
sugar until stiff straight peaks ters Results will more than
Denim appears to have more form Drop-heaping teaspoons
close at the nap.
make up for your disapstatus than ever Still a top of this meringue in 10 or 12
pointment
favorite for the young in pans mounds around edge of pie
and jackets, it is being made Bake in a preheated_350-degree
Beatty Salon
YOU BORN ToDAY are
into luggage and well-tailored oven until meringue is lightly
with a tremendous
endowed
Bel Air Shoinurtg Center men's suits as well - geared to browned about 15 minutes enthusiasm for life, boundless
all generations
Serve warm or cold
energy and an'outstanding gift
of leadership. You are both
artistic and practical, tolerant
ONE HOUR SERVICE
exbroad-minded,
and
ceptionally versatile in your
talents. You haves great love of
beauty and, even if you do not
follow one of the arts as a
28
27,
March
26,
career, will almost inevitably
* Good Monday, Tuesday 8 Wed.,
choose one as an avocation.
Music could be one of the finest
outlets for your talents, but
Plain
other fields in which you could
or
attain eminent success Include
politics, the theater and
each
Curb a tendency to
science.
Mens
09
&
•
1
Ladies
$
=:0 speak without thinking at
times, also an inclination to
Pr11
* WE HAVE SHIRT LAUNDRY SERVICES HERE *
strike out at those whom you
feel have slighted you in any
C-1 way. Birthdate of Arturo
✓rl
Toscanini, world-renowned
musical conductor.

ONE HOUR SERVICE
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Providence Homemakers club
met March 13, at one o'clock in
the afternoon in the home of
Mrs. Terry Housden.
Herndon,
Anton
Mrs.
president called the meeting to
order. Mrs Jim Allbritten read
the devotion from I Corninthians 13 1-13. Mrs Jack
Rose read the February
minutes and called the roll
Mrs Herndon was the leeder
for the lesson on "Easy
Housekeeping the Modern Way
and the Need for Organizing
Our (loseLs "
The lessons were selected for
1973-74. Mrs. Hardiman Miller
distributed literature on the
need for library funds
Mrs. James Puckett and Mrs.
George Shoemaker got the
special lesson on latch rug
Puckett
Mrs.
making.
demonstrated how latching was
done, and discussed the
materials needed for rug
making
The game led by Mrs John
Dale for the recreation period
was won by Mrs. Herndon.
Refreshments were served to
Mrs. Mavis Elkins, Mrs. Bill
Hendon, Mrs, John Dale, Mrs
Eunice Housden, Mrs Jim
Allbritten, MEE, Herndon, Mrs.
Rose, Mrs. Miller, Mrs.
Shoemaker, Mrs. Puckett, and
visitors Karen Dale, Missie
Housden, Jonathan Rose by
Mrs. Bonnie St. John and Mrs.
Housden
In April the members will
meet with Mrs. Larry Curd on
second Tuesday.

Teentown will be open from
730 to 11:30 p.m. for grades
seven through twelve at the
First United Methodist Church.
Adnussion is one dollar with
music by "Stump Daddy."
Sunday, March Z5
j'hetagraphy Exhibit by Bill
Strode, assistant director of
photography for the Louisville
Courier-Journal and Times, will
be at Murray State University
through April 14.
Baptist Men of First Baptist
Church will hold a prayer
breakfast at Perkins Pancake
and Steak House at 7:30 a.ni All
men, 18 years of age or older,
are invited.
Monday, March 26
Key '73 Prayer and Service
breakfast will be held at
Holiday Inn at eight a.m. with
Mattingly
Martin
Roo.
...P.; •
Continuing
Community
Education meeting for nurses
will be held at the conference
room of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital at 7:30 p.m.
with Dr. J.0 Quertermous as
speaker.

Tuesday, March 27
Senior recital of David
Dunevant, trombone, Mayfield
will be held at eight p.m. in the
Recital Hall Annex, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Afternoon Current Missions
Group of the Memorial Baptist
Church will have a potluck
luncheon at the home of Mrs.
Margaret Taylor at eleven mirk
The Winsome Sunday School
Class of the Memorial Baptiet
Church will have a fellowship
dinner at six p.m.
The Sub District MYF will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the Coldwater United Methodist Church.
The Kirksey PTA will meet at
the school at 1:30 p.m.
Murray Quota Club will meet
at Triangle Inn at 12 noon.
Workshop for Senior Citizens
will be held at Center at St.
John's Episcopal Church, 1620
West Main Street, from two to
3 30 p.m Yardstick holders will
be made

Wednesday, March 23
lbe Methodist Men of the
The Theta Department of the First United Methodist Church
Murray Woman's Club will will meet in the social hall at
meet at the club house at 7:30 6:30 p.m. with Dr. Harold Keller
p.m. with Mesdames Castle as speaker.
Parker, Ben Trevathan, Fmk
Kodman, and Gordon Plummer
The Men's Fellowship of the
as hostesses
First Christian Church will
meet at Winslow Cafeteria
Weight conbul classes will
Drawing Room, MSU, at six
meet at the County Extension p.m. Mrs. Joe Pat Ward will
Office, 209 Maple Street, at ten
speak on Recovery, Inc.
cm. and 8:30 p.m. for a meat
cookery demonstration Note
The Garden Department of
change in meeting place
the Murray Woman's Club will
have a luncheon and card party
The Creative Arts Depart- at the club house at 12 noon.
ment of the Murray Woman's Tickets are $2.50 per person.
-

COTT DRUG
121,lc rJ4ISTMHT SMELT

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDA
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs

—Open 12:00 A.M. Till 6 P.M.

JOHNSONS
Open 7 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon. thru Thurs. * 7 a.m.-9 p.m. Fri. & Sat

— Open Sunda Noon — Limit Rights Reserved
Prices Good

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Only!!
• 28 Ounce

Pepsi
JuicMI.y
Orange e j
69,
Cooking 01
y-PB:waensr
h
t
l
i
l
.
Chili
35'
59
Sugar
No Deposit v No Return

Frosty Acresdik

A

Fr

Chef-Way

300 Can

Godchaux

5-lb. Bag

4

•
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Predators Play A Useful
Role In Balance Of Nature
There are those who believe
only what they want to believe
and few will change their
of
regardless
thinking
arguments presented

alert, healthy ones evade the
patrolling flights.
Eagles, feeding from the sky,
and lurking bobcats seeking out
the culLs from the ground, help
to insure a healthy stock of
waterfowl to reproduce and
furnish healthy game for
sportsmen.

•-•••
,
11.

The American Ornithologists
Union lists 54 species of hawks
and owls native to North
America. Of these, 21 species;
have been
nearly half
recognized as endangered or
rare by the Bureau of Sport
Fisheries and Wildlife.

The case in point is that
segment of people, especially
hunters, which believes that
In a study conducted in
predators such as hawks, owls,
several years ago,
Michigan
foxes
and
bobcats
eagles,
all shapes
in
come
of prey in a given
Predators
various
birds
should be killed on sight. Some
sizes and serve an imarea produced 215 eggs. Of
pride themselves on being "Top and
place in the balance of
these, 120 hatched and 106
gun" in the total destruction of portant
controlling oveitby
nature
to the fledgling stage.
survived
these predatory creatures.
populations of wildlife and by
This was an average of two
that removing the sick and weak.
1
Others believe
young per pair for all birds of
--. ,-preeintees.are -eonipeting.- with
federal Taws -prerm that 'area.
are
there
Today
man for available game;
The nesting success was rated
designed to save the held and
they're just something else to
49 per cent and man directly
at
game
Kentucky's
golden eagle.
shoot( 3) predators are "bad"
these birds or indirectly was responsible
protect
laws
fish
and
because they are "killers" and,
for nearly half of the predator
bank last
of prey and all hawks, owls and
I As0 Ntusconalley and Jim Jones came in with a nice string of crappie taken around the
therefore, should be destroyed.
nest destruction.
protected
is
fox
falcons The red
Friday.
If a person would take time to
The hunter should enjoy the
may be harvested only
and
study predators maybe much
season. sight of these birds and
furbearer
the
during
misunderstanding could be
mammals of prey. They are
by Jerry Allen
The bobcat, now rare in the
corrected.
hini a favor by controlling
doing
Commonwealth, has been given
Would you believe it was big
Tom Herrold and Joe Sills
Before getting into facts and complete protection by the Fish rodents as well as weeding out
bass time around Kentucky and reportedly took a couple of
I. Rather than clamping split figures, let it be established that
sick wildlife.
and
weak
Commission.
and Wildlife
Barkley Lakes. That is until the keeper bass this weekend on
shot directly to your leader, predators do kill and eat quail,
came Both Barkley and hellbender and jig and eel. Bill
rains
leave a four-inch whisker
grouse, rabbit, squirrel, duck,
were Price and Gene Maddox took a
Lakes
Kentucky
section when typing in the
dove, geese and even beautiful
some of the biggest nice string of bass just after the
producing
tippet Attach the weight
extent'
what
song birds. But to
hanker bass and the largest water began rising. They had
directly to that. It will cast
Predators feed on that which
strings of the. year frella a_11 several bisaa-an-the 4-to5.-pound
easieri and you can usually
parts of the lakes the crappie class taken on Christmas tree
remove the weight bysimply Is most atn&M and-easiest to
fishermen were really tearing bombers and would yoli believe,
sliding it down the dropper. This catch in their territory. For the
them up in shallows and deep plastic worms. looks like its
eliminates the need for clipping most part this food consists of
use
wnen
fowl left in Kentucky
FRANKFORT, Ky
water before the floods, but the
off the fly. You also do not risk the more prolific creatures,
for worming. Will
project got underway. As the big catches are again commmg good anytime
nicking the leader with crim- such as mice, birds, mammals, Someday, Kentuckians may
reportedly took a really
Morris
the
increased,
there
oldpopulation
an
enjoy
ped-on shot. If the dropper etc., that are weak, sick, once again
from the deep ledges 12 to 16
before the
dinner,
National Fish and Wildlife feet deep. It's believed the drop nice string of bass
breaks when your fighting a diseased, old and actually are fashioned Thanksgiving
how the
see
let's
rose,
water
to
Service granted Kentucky in water temperature to 55
fish, who cares'
not suitable for reproduction. with a wild turkey identical
areas best big bass catcher
birds.
the
won't
trap
to
it
but
permission
one,
original
the
2. Catfish like live bait as well
degrees was due to the cool
water. I'll bet
A good example of a prolific
During the 10-year period rams during the past week's handles this high
as stink baits. Some of the best creature is the common happen overnight.
he still takes his share of the big
214
of
total
its
a
1956,
to
restoring
1946
from
is
Kentucky
live baits include crayfish,
rams.
bass.
meadow mouse. The gestation stock of wild turkeys, even if the
wild-trapped turkeys was
minnows, and best of all a big
A.B. Crass scored the big
For the hunters, here is a
period is from 12 to 15 days and housewife who may someday
of
Some
released in six areas.
this
area
the
of
Juicy night crawler.
catch
lunker
bit of news that might interest
litters of eight to ten are not cook the bird has heard little
noe
have
areas
original
these
to
3. A tiny split shot attached
week with a lunker he took on a
organization
uncommon. The young reach about it.
produced sufficiently for some black and white spumerbait. you. There's a new
one of the treble hooks of a
Florida
Haven
Winter
in
based
in some 30 days and
adulthood
of
off-spring
the
trapping from
Although this wild bird once
2 lbs. that is the deer hunter's answer
/
spinning lure can impart a
The Lunker weighed 71
after this time will have a brood populated all of Kentucky, it has
flocks.
original
the
well
as
lure
the
darting action to
A.B. says he was working it
Mi. couple of weeks.
efforts slow, bouncing it along the to many of the problems that
When Kentucky's
taken 16 years to place only a
as minimize line twist. This
face the hunters today. For
other
in
jeopardy,
wildlife
seemed
eight
in
few
works better on some spinners
bottom when the lunker hit. He complete information and
Barbour of the management areas, 18 counties
Roger
Dr.
adfor
were
contacted
states
others
than
Joe Prince shows the nice string of keepers be took from
and wobblers 1
and his fishing partner took
Sportdepartment at the in National Forest areas and the
ditional wild turkey stock. Since several more smaller bass of pamphlet write to Deer
4. To hold a fish in place for zoology
ypress Bay on minnows last week.
Box
P.O.
America,
of
smen
a
did
Kentucky
of
University
it
when
aided
Ohio
had
stocking
state
this
first private property
scaling or filleting, pin it near
which one was a five pounder. 1225, Winter Haven, Florida
meadow mice and site
began its turkey restoration
the tail F to a log or board with a study on
I was proud to see Joe Bybee 33880.
following discovery.
project, the neighbor returned
narrow-pointed knife. or an ice made the
out trying his luck again this
Turkey Hunters. Penn Woods.
protected, enclosed area.
a
In
brids
11
provided
favor
and
the
It all began in 1937 with the
pick.
weekend. Now there's a devoted inc., makers of turkey calls is
meadow mice were allowed to passage of the Pittman' in December, 1972.
fisherman, keep'In there pit- awarding free certificates of
do what came naturally—eat Robertson Federal Wildlife
Missouri provided 17 turkeys
ching, Joe'
and reproduce. When the
achievement to hunters that
The
with
Kentucky.
trade
a
on
Restoration Act which made
Louis Williams, owner of bag a wild turkey gobbler The
population had built up to the
e
Federal money available for agreement—thre Kentucky
and certificate initiates the gobbler
equivalent of 600 meadow mice wildlife preservation projects. grouse for each Missouri Cypress Springs Resort
Dock,reports that several large hunter into the Circle of the
had eaten
per acre they
turkey.
A turkey census in the late
strings of crappie have been Gobbler, a highly select group
Another dozen turkeys will
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The 333 themselves out of house and 1140's showed a population of
brought in lately with the
in
resulted
Starvation
home.
affiliated clubs of theiSagueld.Ikelle-sinsi in 1960 heelers were come....tzum_Laial Between the 'Majority Wu alum In ilkp" Iva apiece for your den, so get yours
Kentucky Sportsmen are ex- Ids barren, isolated area.
allowed to kill wild turkey in Lakes this year. It will be the water but since the rising water
Write Penn Woods Products,
been
has
state
the
time
first
tending the league's statewide
Dr. Barbour pointed out that, Kentucky for the first time
several nice catches have been 19th Pittsburg Street, Deemons.
allowed to trap on the National
essay contest competition to in general, an acre of bluegrass since 1916
from the shallows on stunner Penn. 15626.
include students in Kentucky pasture will support a growing
But ter(' years ago it looked Wildlife Preserve in ten years. minnows.
Another word for deer hunrequires
flock
turkey
single
A
schools.
steer. However, it will not like a hopeless effort when a
Here's a few of Cypress
The essay contest is open to furnish enough food to support a count showed
300 several thousand acres of an- Springs catches. Leo Cane has ters, the season for 1973 was
only
recently agreed upon by the
nual range and one turkey per
any Kentuckian and is being meadow mouse populauon of remaining.
been pulling out several really Department of Fish and
huna
is
considered
acres
200
conducted through the local 600.
What happened is still a
nice strings of crappie every Wildlife as beginning November
club affiliates.
question. Poaching is a table population.
day
he fishes, right in the bay 3 and continuing through
such
are
Where conditions
Some may ask, if it's that
The subject for the contest is
problem, as it is in every ataccording to Louis. Mr John November 7 Hunting will be
"Why I Should Belong to My that mice populations are ex- tempt to preserve same for hard why allow any hunting.
McCowan strung a loaded allowed •ire all counties except
'Lotaf Sportsman-COnservation tremely high, predators soon- sport. But experts such as Fred Well, that's what it's'really all
with some really big Jackson and Owlsey. Bucks
stringer
ready
this
back
about. The effort is being
Club." Length of each entry is move in and cut
Hardy think perhaps weather
'uns on shinners in the shallows with forked antlers is again the
food supply.
the
original
put
to
made—not
to be 200 words.
conditions may also be a factor.
and again the stunner is tops for rules. Looks like lots of hunters
Scores of league affiliates are
Hardy, assistant director of wild turkey back on he
Jim Moynahan, manager of
will have to look real close
table—but to
currently conducting local area
the Ballard County Wildlife the game division of the Ken- Thanksgiving
eo Musconelley and Jim again this year for those forks.
contests, the deadline for which Management area, located tucky Department of Fish and provide today's hunter with an
Jones brought in a nice bunch of Another ruling states that the
is April 1 The top three winners west of Paducah in Ballard Wildlife, has been a part of the experience that has not been crappio
last Friday and were head must be left attached until
to
will go on
felt for two generations.
locally
county, pointed out another restoration picture since it
happy enough to 2..iSe for the the carcass is processed. Arcompetition in the statewide
has
turkey
watched
Hardy
He
1946.
in
important fact about predators. really got underway
camera for
Anyone passing chery hunting will again cover
a
Judging
There, in the waterfowl capital worked in the field then and hunters and says, "They are
is no doubt October and December with
Dock
Cypress
Resort
the
local
send
will
Clubs
type of hunter; they
of Kentucky, thousands upon spent many an hour lying in different
in for a surprise, Louis Williams either sex the game.
essays to Redmon
winning
just
a
from
can
get
thrill
lure
to
call
a
thousands of ducks and geese short brush, using
is putting in a new section of his
Squirrel hunters can look
Payne, Franklin, league
merge in their migrations.Both the birds so that he could check knowing they have lured a biAlle new dock and has plow evenforward to August 18th for
secretary-treasurer, for subto
see.
close
enough
Old-time
flock.
come
a
golden and bald egales
tually for a covered dock to
to get their 6
mission to statewide judges by
Hardy feels that in spite of the experienced turkey hunters accommodate local fishermen. opening day
and go with the waterfowl
year. Rabbit
this
tails
April 10.
bushey
they
said
from
have
Alabama
bad reports of two years ago,
J.I.. Jones from Cypress Bay hunters can let the beagles go at
State winners will compete
Moynahan has observed that the picture looks bright this don't get upset as long as they
Resort reports several nice
for The President's Plaque and soaring eagles are on s the
run on November 15th and
year. The population is growing get a gobbler every four or five strings of crappie being taken full
other awards presented by lookout for sick or crippled
up again on January
them
put
years.
_
again.
by Gene Hyman and his family 31 with rabbit limit again 6 this
A B.Crass took these monsters, 7 and 5'2 pounds, in the Blood
President Reid Love at the LKS waterfowl. The ailing birds
Lakes
the
Between
is
Land
hellbender,
and
The
zorro
a
on
the
in
bass
This
hauled
why Hardy says, last week. J.L. says several
River area. Crass
Convention in Ashland June 8- become a ready meal whiile
will follow
area in Western Kentucky was "We're not giving up, the thrill scattered catches of bass have year. Quail hunters
%One fishing with Dennis Taylor March 15.
the
10
beginning
the
covey
rise
the only state source of the wild is worth the effort
been taken but since the water same days as the rabbit hunters
rose, bass fishing is nearly dead with legal limit of 10. Waterfowl
and probably will be for a seasons haven't been set yet
couple of weeks.
CHEMICAL
and probably won't be until late
Ken Lake dock says several summer or early fall when
CO. INC.
bass have been taken in their biologist see what kind of duck
"PROMPT. EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
area of the lake regardless of crop we've got. Looks like
BUSINESS"
MAJOR
It
high water, most were caught another great year fellers so
on Papalas and deep runners. let's keep on our toes, it isn't so
Call Any Timei
Dr. G. Wilson from Bowling far away. In fact, it's closer
Green brought in some real nice than you think.
Our New Gun Department
keepers a couple days before
news for
If you've got
the water rose But rising water Sportsmans Notebook, Call
Open!
Is Now
has put down the fishing for a Jerry Allen at 753-1916 or 753while.
If•ur Prescription Carefully & Accurately Pined
3570
All Makes of Guns
Blood River Dock, Elmer
located W Railroad Avenue
Williams says lots of crappie
WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!
are still being taken on the
ledges but he also reported none
were taken in the shallows.
Mike Bane and Edsel Wiley
FILM) DIALiP0
14 CHRYSLER
are the only successful bass
cosecounoe
iecmaes
catchers out of Blood River
Remington -Browning
Dock recently with several nice
•New Stock Firearms
keepers. Most were scattered
Winchester
catches on deep runners.
•Reloading Equipment
It's reported that the water
•Fishing Equipment
will reach an all time high level
around 370 or above. Water
•Hunting Equipment
temperature should be in the
Remington -Federal
Hunting & Fishing
Alb• POE'LAIL
high 50's for a couple of weeks,
• Archery Equipment
Licenses
Winchester
but it's suspected the water will
"WEST KENTUCKY'S
remain above normal pool stage
Camping * Fishing *
Ti ANSPOKTATION CIENTER"
Archery
and it's gonna be at least three
re0/41 713-1172
weeks before fishing returns to
Chestnut Street
Phone 753-2571
Equipment
Equipment
Equipment normal

Sportsman's Notebook

Al's Tips

Kentucky Restoring
Wild Turkey Stock

Essay Contest
Is Extended

WARD-ELKINS
Psi
Ns

HUTSON

753-1933

rfilizer

Check Big K For.

FOR THE ALL AROUND
SPORTSMAN

TAYLOR
MOTORS

Guns

Shells

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

I

Be careful with fire:
There are babes
in the woods.

West-+
No. 6,1
By THE ASSOCIATED 1
of
shooting
The
McMillian and Gail Go
and the rebounding is
Chamberlain led the Los
les Lakers to a 121-101 M
Basketball Association
over the Buffalo Braves 1
night but Jerry West inf]
presence felt in another
West reached the
plateau in career assisti.
he passed off for his s
early in the fourth perioc
placed him fifth on the a
list. '
The triumph gave the 1
a record of 58-21, one ler
ter than triaiiiiVies
the race for the secon
record in the NBA.
McMillian scored 22
Goodrich added 21 and
berlain hauled dow
rebounds and scored 19
as the Lakers broke awa
a four-point halftime e
lead 94-76 after three qu
The Braves were pac
John Hummer with 20 p
Elsewwhere, Boston w
124-108. H
Atlanta
downed Philadelphia
Baltimore edged (levels
104, Phoenix nipped
state 125-t24 an Pertiet
Seattle 118-112.
In the American Baal
Association, it was Ke
115, New York 91; San
104, Virginia 92; Denver
diarui 92.
Jo Jo White scored 1;
21 points in the third pi
spark slow-starting Bost
crippled Atlanta. The
ran off the last 10 point

Nets L

Straigi

By THE ASSOCIATED
When you're in a sic
try a little harder,
harder you try, the wc
get
That's the way Ne.
Nets' Coach Lou Car
describes the
fortunes of his

aurres

Arneric
ketball Association tea
Nets lost their fifth ga
rOW•rricViSTIdOlif, bdWfl
Kentucky Colonels 115In other ABA action,
defeated Indiana 101-92
Diego upset Virginia,
without Julius Erving
other starters, 10492.
In the NBA it was
132, PhttadelphimAL
134, Atlanta 106;
Cleveland 104; Me
Golden State 124; Los
121, Buffalo 101; Port]
Seattle 112.
The Colonels, keepi
their faint hopes of

Busby, B
As Kansi

By BRUCE LOS
Associated Press Spo
"I'd rather have th
on April 23 when it
said Kansas City roc
Busby.
"I was thinking abo
of averages. Sometirn
low a guy who's thro,
hitter and everythir
loose," added anoth
Doug Bird.
Their comments
their combined no-t
,day, a 4-1 exhibitioi
victory over the Detr
It was the first
Tigers had been hi
since Joe Horlen of U
White Sox did it in
of 1967.
Bird yielded the lc
run in the seventh
Cash walked and pit
Joe Staton came ar
stolen base, passed 1
field grounder.
The three Cruz
Jose, Hector and Ciri

LENI

Candif
Equal Rep
Your Vote

Pol Ad Paid)
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West-inkinds-Off Assist
No. 6,000 Friday Night

NCAA Semifinals To Set Stage

For Monday Night Championship

Bob Knight, the Hoosier
said he planned to "do
coach,
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS third quarter and the first four
Wes Unseld's jumper from
the same things we have done
of
Jim of the final stanza to take an the foul line with three seconds
shooting
The
in 26 games this season. I'm
McMillian and Gail Goodrich 89-79 lead.
left gave Baltimore its triumph
not smart enough to devise
and the rebounding of Wilt
Rudy Tomjanovich paced a over Cleveland and the Bullets
something tricky to play anyChamberlain led the Loa Ange- balanced Houston attack with clinched the Central Division
body."
les Lakers to a 121-101 National 28 points as the Rockets sent title.
and just made the cut for the
By BOB GREEN .
Knight said he had had sugand
Saturday
rounds
Basketball Association victory Philadelphia to its 12th loss in a
_Writer
two
final
Golf
Press
Associated
Baltimore trailed 74-67 with
from people "from
gestions
Friday
figure.
Braves
row.
cutoff
Buffalo
the
the
over
NEW ORLEANS V) - Sunday at 147,
left in the third quarter
206
Alaska, to Bangor,
Fairbanks,
casualties was Jim
night but Jerry West m&de his
when Coach Gene Shue was hit -This is the round," Lee Elder Among the
Maine on how to play UCLA"
at
winner
week's
presence felt in another way.
last
Colbert,
today's
off
with two technical fouls and said before teeing
but that he "hasn't used any of
West reached the 6,000
ejected from the game. Eight third session of the $125,000 Jacksonville.
I've been accused of a
them.
plateau in career assists when
seconds later the deficit was 10, Greater New Orleans Open Golf
lot of things but not running the
he passed off for his seventh
but a 13-2 spurt over the next Tournament.
operation myself isn't one of
early in the fourth period. That
"Now we'll see how well I
2k2 minutes put Baltimore back
them."
placed him fifth on the all-time
on top and the lead seesawed stand up under the pressure."
Knight denied sixth-ranked
list. •
tie
a
into
back
Elder, who fell
UNIONDALE, N.Y. API
until Unseld's jumper.
but has shown no ill effects and Indiana would employ the
Sparky
)
AP
i
Fla.
TAMPA,
Lakers
the
gave
The triumph
for the top spot with a second
The Kentucky Colonels kept
Lamar Green grabbed a
Anderson enters his fourth year Anderson says hell catch as freeze against the Bruins but
4Tecostd,of 58-21, one game betMUM 74 Friday, not only is
hopes..ig
nist
manager--01-4he-Cauzuzuati. . USW. gum...UAL.= ,..11.-tr
rebound and banked
es
ter than Mlle'r57Th- ,
`16.
Th-s(
ing the Carolina Cougars in the before the buzzer to nudge 1Tting 'for his
predicted the Hoosiers would
Basketball
and he already has pro- did in the past.
Reds
beat
second
the race for the
American Basketball Associ- Phoenix past Golden State. The ,-tritamph, he's also seeking to
Roland duced two National League
Rent+ benefits from having stall.
-Pa.
,
VILLANOVA
record in the NBA.
become the first black ever to
ation's Eastern Division race
Tony Perez, the hard-hitting
assistant champions.
Wooden said he "wouldn't
McMillian scored 22 points, Friday night with a 115-91 romp Suns trailed by 12 points with compete in the fabled Masters Massimino, former
named
Cuban first baseman behind change our game to play anywas
Penn,
at
bring
coach
to
Hawkins
1973
Connie
expects
but
fully
He
go
to
8:06
and
Cham21
Goodrich added
Tournament at Augusta, Ga.,
over the New York Nets.
head basketball coach at Villa- him his third pennant in four him in the lineup. Perez' pres- body. We're not awed by being
and Charlie Scott came through two weeks from now.
berlain hauled down 24
The Colonels moved to within
ence and RBI ability-he has in the semfinals. Experience is
nova.
years.
with eight points apiece.
rebounds and scored 19 points 21
ado
A victory here would
2 games of the first-place
/
driven home 90 or more runs in a big thing. I have always said
- A.E.
Tex.
EDINBURG,
flatly,
says
Anderson
"This,"
from
as the Lakers broke away
The Warriors took a 124-123 but it could be an uphill
Cougars. Carolina needs one
of the last six years- I'd rather have talent than exCity
each
Oklahoma
Lemons,
ever
"Abe"
I've
team
best
the
"is
a four-point halftime edge to victory or Kentucky one loss to lead with 12 seconds to go on a struggle. He blew nine strokes
forces the opposition to pitch to perience."
University basketball coach for been associated with"
and
Russell
lead 94-76 after three quarters. clinch the title.
Cazzie
openbasket by
from a brilliant 65 in the
Told that everybody was conthe past 18 years, was hired as
Not only do the Reds Bench.
The Braves were paced by
Dan Issel came up with 23 of Phoenix called time out. Scott ing round, was tied by veteran the head basketball coach and
the championship to
ceding
neceverything
have
Cincinnati
seemingly
the
of
The rest
John Hummer with 20 points.
his game-high V points in the took a shot from beyond the Miller Barber and must play •
director at Pan Ameri- essary to repeat as NI, cham- lineup is there because of their UCLA, Wooden smiled and
Elsewwhere, Boston whipped first half as Kentucky ran away foul circle and missed, but today's round on the 7,060-yard athletic
pions, but they have something defensive ability: third base- said:
124-108, Houston to a 58-43 halftime margin en Green grabbed the rebound and Lakewood County Club head-to- can University.
Atlanta
"That's a nice position. I
LAS VEGAS, Nev. - Jerry
They have incentive in man Derus Menke, right fielder
downed Philadelphia 132-112, route to the victory.
put it in.
head with the menacing figure Tarkanian left his post as head extra.
wish the right people would
n.
determinatio
of
form
shortstops
the
and
Geronirno
Cesar
points
41
scored
Baltimore edged Cleveland 106Geoff Petrie
of Jack Nicklaus.
The Colonels took the lead for
basketball coach at Long Beach
Although they've won two Dave Concepcion and Darrel concede it. The ones who are
104, PhoenLx nipped Golden good at 23-21 with a jumper by to lead Portland over Seattle.
Barber, a balding, paunchy
head coach pennants in three years, the Chaney, who platoon.
as
on
sign
conceding us the championship
to
State
State t/Iwit4rarici Portland heal- RiettlitnuntlettiT2742-teft-trrthe
et-year-eld--veteren, had it moo- at the University or NevaCtsj win
are The-wirs whcr-aren't-phry---ble
una
been
have
Reds
ef118-112.
Seattle
ond round 69-a remarkable
first period.
Ricitie Scheinblum, acquired ing."
Vegas.
Las
last
with
Series,
World
the
Basketball
In the American
fort in the blustery, gusty
Walt Simon hit for eight
from Kansas City after making
Swimming
Several of the UCLA players,
year's loss to the Oakland AthAssociation, it was Kentucky points and Mount who finished
winds that swept the course,Tenn.- South- letics cutting deeply into their the American League All-Star including star forward Keith
KNOXVILLE
115, New York 91; San Diego with 20, connected for six in the
and tied Elder at 139.
team last year, could lend an- Wilkes spent this morning
ern Cal's Steve Furniss, In- pride.
104, Virginia 92; Denver 101, In- third period as Kentucky conto the
Nicklaus, making his final diana's Mike Stamm and Intaking final examinations under
of- other offensive weapon
Cincinnati's
again,
Once
diana 92.
preparations for defense of his thane's 800-yard freestyle relay
attack if he can beat the supervision of a faculty
tinued to build its lead.
Cincinnati
top
the
around
revolves
fense
his
of
12
PRESS
D
scored
a
on
ASSOCIATE
White
home
THE
Jo
Jo
Masters crown, rode
Kentucky led by as many as By
team set American records at five hitters In the lineup. It out the smooth-fielding Gero- member who accompanied the
21 points in the third period to V late in the final quarter.
string of 16 consecutive pars the NCAA swimming and div(UM°.
Yesterday's Results
team.
starts with Pete Rose, a .309
spark slow-starting Boston over
for a 72 and a tie at 140 with ing championships.
Billy Paultz scored 25 and
Atlanta 5, Philadelphia 4
fourth-ranked
Providence,
topped
has
who
hitter
lifetime
finish
to
.300
hit
Schetnblum
Celtics
The
who
Atlanta.
to
crippled
Lou Graham. Graham,
Jim Chones fired in 20 points
Cincinnati 3, Los Angeles 2
Tennis
and an at-large selection, and
seasons.
straight
eight
for
League
.300
American
the
in
fifth
tied for second in last week's
ran off the last 10 points in the pace the Nets
St. Louis 9, New York Ni 2
AKRON, Ohio - Manta ReMemphis State, Missouri Valley
Then come speedsters Joe batting race last season.
Jacksonville Open, had a 71.
Houston 4, Minnesota 3
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Elder Falls Back Into
Tie In New Orleans Golf

Colonels Romp
Over New York

Sports
In Brief

By ROBERT L. MOORE
Associated Press Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS(AP)- This Midwest city was shrouded today
in a war of nerves and basketball hysteria as Providence
faced Memphis State and Indiana fought top-ranked UCLA
in the sernfinals prelude to
Monday night's national collegiate championship showdown.
The battle of nerves centered
around the coaches and players

of the three teams which are
underdogs and possessing
dreams of dethroning UCLA,
winner of six consecutive national titles and a heavy favorite to annex number seven.
With Big Ten champion Indiana, of course, UCLA was the
Immediate problem since the
hotshot Hoosiers had a 4:10 p.
in., EST, date with the proud
Bruins, unbeaten in 73 straight
games over three seasons.

Cincinnati Preview

Exhibition
Baseball

Nets Lose Fifth
Straight Friday

Southern Teams
Advance In NIT

CATTLE AND
LIVESTOCK
BUYERS

MONDAY • TUESDAY • WEDNESDAY

Busby, Bird Combine For No-Hitter
As Kansas City Downs Detroit 4-1
By BRUCE LOWM'
Associated Press Sports Writer
"I'd rather have this happen
on April 23 when it counts,"
said Kansas City rookie Steve
Busby.
"I was thinking about the law
of averages. Sometimes you follow a guy who's throwing a nohitter and everything breaks
loose," added another rookie,
Doug Bird.
Their comments followed
their combined no-hitter Fri,day, a 4-1 exhibition baseball
victory over the Detroit Tigers.
It was the first time the
Tigers had been held hitless
since Joe Horlen of the Chicago
White Sox did it in September
of 1967.
Bird yielded the lone Detroit
run in the seventh as Norm
Cash walked and pinch runner
Joe Staton came around on a
stolen base, passed ball and Infield grounder
The three Cruz brothersJose, Hector and Cirilo- started

Drycleaning SPECIAL

Bowling
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in the outfield and led St. Louis string muscle in his right leg as
over the New York Mets 9-2 Chicago defeated Boston 74 in
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Rangers.
Paul Casanova knocked in
the Braves' winning run with a
single in the seventh inning
against the Phillies. The Reds
scored three runs in the fourth
and got five-hit pitching from
Ed
McGlothlin and
Jim
Sprague to defeat the Dodgers.
A sacrifice fly by Lee May
and Jim Wynn's single produced two runs in the ninth irtning to boost the Astros past
the Twins.
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State Death Rate From Curable Diseases Down
FRANKFORT, KY.Kentucky's death rates from
preventable diseases, such as
turberculosis, decreased
significantly-nearly 100 per
cent-from 1911-1971.
That's what the 1971 Kentucky Vital Statistics report
shows. And Bill Mackey,
director of the State Department of Health's Division of
and
Research, Planning
Statistics, says that's a good
sign. "It's an indication that our
methods of preventing diseases
with known causes are
working," he says.
Unfortunately, rates of deatt.
(top diseases such as cancer,
for 1 which medical authorities
prevention, have risen consistently within the same 10year period
"We know now that about onefourth of the deaths from cancer
could be prevented by early
detection and treatment," says
C. Hernandez, M.D., Deputy
Commissioner of Medical
Programs Cervical cancer
deaths, for example, are nearly
100 per cent preventable if the
disease is found and treated
early. It is for that reason that
women now are being offered
cervical cancer screening--Pap
smear -tests-Ihrough_most._
the local health departments in
Kentucky, he says.
The 60-year health figures are
presented in a special "health
picture" in the most recent
edition of the vital statistics
report prepared by tne State

Department of Health's Offices
of Biostatistics and Vital
Statistics. Such reports have
been published annually since
1911 as the state's permanent
public record of selected information on deaths, births,
stillbirths, marriages, divorces
and cases of reportable diseases
occurring in Kentucky or to
Kentucky residents. Because
time is needed to weed out
duplicate certificates as well as
for publication production, the
report is often distributed a
little more than one year after
the date it carries. Provisional
vital stptistics, showing only
trends for 1972, will be available
in June.
The 1971 report also shows:
isirttr-rete-enel-- death,
rate in Kentucky for 1971 were
the same as in 1070-18.7 live
births per 1,000 population and
10.3 deaths per 1,000 respectively. The infant death rate
(death from birth to one year of
age) in Kentucky was 18.9 per
1,000 live births in 1971 and 18.7
in 1972. "This is the lowest infant death rate among all the
southeastern states," says
, director of
Jorge Deju,
the Division of Maternal and
Child Health
-Heart disease, the leading
killer in the state and the nation,
accounted for nearly aaper-cent
of all Kentuckians' deaths in
1971. Cancer ranks second,
stroke third, accidents fourth,
influenza and pneumonia fifth.
-Suicide, which entered
Kentucky's top 10 killer list in
10th place in 1970, exchanged

Health
Board of
State
regulations
require
the
registration of all stillbirths of
20 or more weeks gestation.)
-Deaths from venereal
-Infant deaths decreased
from 19.6 to 18.9 per 1,000 live disease numbered only five in
1971, but reported cases of both
births.
syphilis and gonorrhea soared.
increased
births
-Still
Syphilis-from 953 reported
slightly both in number and cases in
1970 to 1,203 in 1971.
rate, from 791 in 1970 to 816 in Gonorrhea-4,660
reported
per
1,000
increase
of
.2
1971, an
cases in 1970, 6,767 in 1971.
total births. (A stillbirth is any
-Kentucky
marriages
product of conception which
shows no sign of life after numbered 35,984 in 1971,
delivery. Current Kentucky divorces 11,141.

Call
753-1916

ranks with emphyserna,which
had been ninth, in 1971.
-Seventeen maternal deaths
were recorded in 1970. 16 in Iasi

Kentucky's toll receipts for
Fehtildry-1973slo'increase of $320.151 over
receipts for February 1972.
The total collected on all
facilities in February 1973 was
$1,469,315. Again the main increase was on the Kentucky
Turnpike which collected
$663,412 for February 1973 as
compared to $528,285 for the
same period in 1972.
Receipts for other toll
facilities were: Shawneetown
Bridge, 626,211 for February
1973, up from $23,491 in
February 1972; Mountain Park1125511 tip from
Western Kentucky Parkway,
8220,623, up from $182,463; Blue
Grass Parkway4i $144,072, up
from $121,773; -Atision Purchase Parkway, $33,532, up
from $27,623; Pennyrile Parkway, $138,621, up from $120,074;

AUTOS FOR SALE

Loot( in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is,'according
to the stars.

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Air. 20)
Put the pipe dreams out of
your head now. This is a day in
which to stress realism and
practicality. Imagination is
great -except when it runs out
of bounds.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 211 64W
A day in which to make new
Sehre
.e Bridge, $3,640, up from
(sTi-in new. directions. tt
,999; Mid-Ann
a y, lead rather tEin in
$31,538, up from $20,640; Daniel Stellar influences favo
Boone Parkway, $16,409, up pioneering efforts.
from $13,340; the Green River
GEMINI
Parkway, which was opened to
(Ma) 22 to June 21)
traffic in December 1972,
Indication of increased incollected $62,470 in February come through career en1973; and the Cumberland deavors. Not only will you find
Parkway, of which 26.6 miles that intense efforts of the past
were opened to traffic on pay dividends, but you discover
February 28, 1973, collected $275 that you DO have friends in high
on the last of February 1973,
places.
Toll collecting personnel
CANCER
assisted some 354 motorists (June 22 to July 23) 49(11
during the month of February
You may be tempted by the
1973 This assistance included offer of a partnership deal, but
supplying emergency gasoline, find out just what it entails.
• and water,4ielping-with-41e4- Awe all, dole Chid for any gettires, using jumper cables, rich-quick schemes.
calling for wrecker service,
LEO
calling for ambulance service,
(July 24 to Aug. 23) */2
pulling vehicles, providing
Satisfactory gains Indicated
transportation, making minor through carrying on with
repairs, and extinguishing one
present operations, but day will
vehicular fire.
not be good for starting new
ventures.

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceiling Tile

BUICK RIVIERA, 1967 power
steering, power brakes, air
conditioning, tilt steering wheel,
vinyl roof. Can be seen at 641
Super Shell. Owner can be
reached through the station. M30

YOU BORN TODAY have
been endowed with an excellent
mind and exceptional versatility. You have tremendous
inner forces which drive you
ever onward toward the lofty
Complete
CHEVROLET IMPALA, 1970,
goals you set for yourself.
Remodehng
Unlike many other Ariens, your
four door sedan. V8, automatic
ambitions are not always purely
transmission, power steering,
FREE ESTIMATE
personal, but are usually enand brakes, radio, tinted glass all
III
twined with a deep desire to
around, white wall tires, deluxe
improve the lot of others. Your
753-0961
wheel covers. 10,500 miles. One
idealism leads you to take up
M30C
owner. Phone 753-4028.
"causes," for which you will LEARN CAKE decorating
battle unflinchingly. And, once Classes are now underway at the
having given yourself over to "House of Cakes," South MarReal estate for sale...
such a worthwhile purpose,
I m ATELY 50.
APPlitalf
esbail...Tha.iastraigtor,..4.13vIna.
-executive shit:hies andNanny, graduate of Snyder's with two bedroom house, six
gifts for organization and
Professional School of Cake miles from Murray, two miles •
leadership will prove invaluable
Detroit, Michigan. from Kentucky Lake. Phone 436assets to the group for which Decorating,
M27C
you work. Many avenues to Six week beginners course, $15.00 5523 after 6:00p.m.
success are open to you, but you For more information phone 527M26C
will probably be happiest in the 7157,or 753-5639.
fields of literature, art, music,
the theater or medicine. Birthdate of Tennessee Williams,
Amer. playwright.
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30-34 Miles per Gallon
still ride In comfort.

1968 MERCEDES E

MERCURY, 1963. Run
looks good, drives good
Phone 7534232 after 5 00
M24P

Puzzle

I'LL BET YOU
NEVER WATER IT-- NOTHINGCAN
GROW WITHOUT
GETTING

1964 CHEVROLET 'moo
door hardtop, 283 engii
conditioned with power
and steering, good rat
iseatar. Estra. good whi
tires, color-maroon wit]
100.-Clean as a whistle in
out and one of the sharp
in town. Phone 753-1729 at
p.m.

-rTeorwast-mr-veor

zodiac sign)

Academic
subpects
Hebrew letter
Nobleman
Former
Russian rulers
Having a
top piece
Symbol for
lutecium
Spanish pot
River in France
Period of time
Negative
Senior (abbr.)
Spare
Greek letter
Kind of cheese
Compass point
So be it!

1 Headgear

DODGE PICKUP,1966,
bed, automatic, 316 custo
Phone 492-9706 after 5:1

220D
Beige with Blue Inter
753-0276 or 7534386
after 5 p.m.

parsons

VIRGO
1 Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) VIP
Self-reliance should be your
Finn,
LOUISVILLE-Huck
keyword now. Don't let others Scarlet O'Hara, Alice in
do your thinking for you. Wonderland, and a host of other
Neither let anyone sway you fictional celebrities will help
from pursuing planned ob- real-life stars provide the glitter
jectives.
Pegasus
of the spectacular
Parade here Thursday, May 3.
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
"Great Books" is the 1973
If you've something on your theme of the colorful pageant
mind, career-wise, now's the which has become a tradition of
time to speak up. Superiors the week-long Kentucky Derby
should be receptive to new
Festival. This year's Cavalcade
ideas-logically presented.
is expected to be the biggest in
SCORPIO
Pegasus history-up to two
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
hours in length and featuring a
A hectic working day in- record number of elaborate
dicated. Determine to remain floats. Last
year's 90-minute
&lm under all circumstances.
procession
featured
30 bands, 23
with
handle"
the
Don't -fly off
floats, and an array of
associates
equestrians, beauty queens,
SAGITTARIUS
8e,
drill teams, clowns, and
to -Dec.
'speethlty
Teatutn7"-"
--."
Indications of a good financial
Bands from as far away as
break It may come in the form
of dividends from a shrewd Fargo, North Dakota, will
investment or repayment of a travel to the home of Churchill
Downs to compete in the
loan long since forgotten
CAPRICORN
Cavalcade of Music on the eve
'Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) 10KTI$ of the parade and provide
Some pleasing surprises in musical cadence along the
store. -You may 'finct, quite 0'ra-de route.
unexpectedly, that a hobby or
Float themes selected to date
avocation has money-making include -Gone With the Wind,"
potential.
•••Treasure Island," "Ben Hur,"
AQUARIUS
"Moby Dick," "The Bible,"
I Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
"Arabian Nights," "Gulliver's
You have considerable Travels," and many others.
freedom of movement now.
The parade is a major
Best used, it can help to further
either personal or creative highlight of the festivities which
are climaxed by the 99th Run
objectives.
PISCES
for the Roses on Saturday. May
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
5. The parade named for the
Mixed influences If you have winged horse of Greek
an important decision to make, mythology was renewed 16
postpone action until afternoon years ago to resume a tradition
when hours are propitious. which originated in 1888 and
Some confusion likely in the continued into the 1930's.
a.m.

4 Baronet (abbr )
6 Shut
11 Paces for
combat
13 Sovereigns
15 Symbol for
• niton
16 Pope s
18 Falsifier
19 Snake
21 Native metal

FORD GALAXIE, 1961
battery, rebuilt carburett
be seen at 110 North 10th oi
753-4077.

YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR norl For •
(00p..
forecast on health weeltto, love And
mar r iage wend si CO PIUS 25 cents in
coon tor postage one handling to
Horoscope Book Departmerd. Roy ITL
* York, N
Old Chelsea Station, Ado,
imentiOnlin MIS newspaper
Print rasa' NAME. ADDRESS wino
ZIP and DATE OF BIRTH (tot:brume

1169 BUICK Riviera, at
power steering and bria
conditioned, bucket sea
new tires. Phone 753-813
4919.

1071 DODGE Challenge'
roi
steering, vinyl
alitomatic, $1750.00. Phc
04-2378 or nights 753-0271

1972 NOVA SS 350headers, cam, custom
mag wheels. Excellent 0
Phone 753.4438.

it_r/

LAS.
'
wEEK
re:AZEL sereaUZZEL.5
NuSIIIAND
SOL•Gb-rr .4Ep
w4lk4K COAT

AUTOS FOR SALI

60

6.1
.67
..

lure Syndicate, Inc.

44

CADILLAC 1969 Fl
Brougham. One owner.
clean. I.ow mileage.
stereo radio Phone Bei
7649.

SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters
manufactured and installed by
Atkins Gutter Installation,
PEctifie-75344177 dr733APRIL 13NC
8992.

TVA Meeting
Is Scheduled
At Memphis
About 350 representatives of
TVA management and whitecollar unions from Alabama,
Kentucky, Mississippi, and
Tennessee will take part in the
24th annual meeting of
cooperative conferences March
28-30 at the Sheraton-Peabody
Hotel, in Memphis, Tennessee
rrincipal speakers will be
Rutenberg,
H.
Stanley
president of a management
consulting firm in Washington,
D.C.; Aubrey J. Wagner,
chairman of the TVA Board of
Directors; and Robert J. Betts,
TVA Director of Personnel.
These "cooperative conferences" are joint unionmanagement groups within
TVA that meet regularly to
consider ways for work to be
done
more
efficiently,
economically, and safely. They
were established jointly by TVA
and the Salary Policy Employee
Panel, which is made up of five
white-collar unions.
Those attending the Memphis
meeting will exchange
information and ideas to help
make the cooperative conference program effective in
the local units.
Local cooperative conferences now are functioning in
69 TVA administrative units
and field projects. Last year
these groups handled more than
1200 employees suggestions for
improving the work environrnent, doing work more
efficiently or safely, improving
communications, and various
special projects.
Similar union-management
cooperative
groups
are
organized among TVA bluecollar employees.

BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
aLso bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 3544138,
tr 3544161. after 5-00 p.m: TM
SERVICE IS THE
DIFFERENCE
TRY

US
CARROLL
VOLKSWAGEN
800 Chestnut
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-8850

GRAND PRIX, 1971 SJ
all power. 1971 Monte Cs
cars low mileage Phoru
or 753-0997

THREE BEDROOM bri
carpeted, carport and
back, large storage bui
large lot on 94 East, f
from Murray. Phone
after 4:00 p.m.

--TWO 6RGErarra4er Irr
Blood River Subdivisioi
for both. Phone 436-2427

FOR RENT
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
753-7625 nights.
TFC
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
13th Street "Every day you
delay lets bugs have their
way."
TFC
FOR ALL your additions:
remodeling, residential or
commercial. New or old. Free
estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC
WILL DO trash and
brush
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
753-6130.
TFC
PROFESSIONAL CLEANING;
carpets, furniture, floors, walls
and specialities services. Call
Servicemaster collect 2477333.
April 4C
s
JERRY'S REFINISHING &
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 4928837.
TFC
CAR BROKE down' Going on a
vacation? Business trip? Rent a
new Plymouth. Taylor Motors,
753-1372,
M24C
KNIGHT'S SHOP; lawn mower.
tiller repair, blacksmith work.
welding. Gene Knight, Route 3.
Phone 753-4035.
April 12F
FREE ESTIMATE on spectic
tank installation. Phone 7537850,
TFC
WILL DO painting, interior or
exterior. By the job or hour. Free
estimates. Phone 437-4534 or 5279714.
April 24C
WILL DO housecleaning, five
days a week. References furnished. Phone 753-0766.
M30C

FOUR ROOM, hous4
South, four miles fron
Adults only. Phone 492-

FURNISHED two
apartment, wall to
peting, central heat
Excellent location Chi
No pets. Available Mai
$145.03. Phone 753-4331
26C

TWO BEDROOM ur
apartment, wall to
peting, good location
required. $120.00 p
Phone 753-4331.

HOUSE TRAILER
located on Kentucky
New Concord. Phone 4
2427.

UNFURNISHED TWI
house in Hazel. Alsc
apartment in Murray.
7333.

TWO BEDROOM, ci
and air, $110.00 per m(
Paducah 443-5239.

NEATLY FURNISH
two bedroom apartrne
seen at- Kelly's Pe
located 100 South 13th
Street.

AP)
FURNISHED
three rooms, and bz
entrance and garage.
person. No pets. Phon
1293.

TWO BEDROOM
trailer, air conditioi
from Murray. Garb(
and water furnished
month. Phone Cadiz
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Call
753-1916

Call
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AUTOS FOR SALE

FOR FENT
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

L

KaalaalEIESIMOREMEISMEMEal.

LR

E E E

Another View.

IIELP WANTED

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

MOBILE HOME, 1967 Embassy,
MANAGER NEEDED now. ARMSTRONG'S best line of 4 ply
12' x 84', two bedrooms. Has
tires.
whitewall
nylon
in
opening
managers
Insurance
heat and air, washer and
central
1
$16.60+12.1
or
x
15"
14
775
this area. No debit, no travel, no
two full baths, partly
dryer,
7
$17.11+$2.2
15"
overwrite, ex- 825 x 14 or
POLICE
Beat offer around, •
furnished.
3
receive 855 x 14 or 15" - $18.14+$2.4
penses.Agents
ary,
ciraw'Sal
Also set of American.$4,000.00.
COMMUIslICATIO14
4
guaranteed income, commission
Armstrong custom supreme
Peoples Encyclopedias and.,
and vested renewals. Help in ply polyester 78 series whitewall
Yamaha guitar. Phone 753recruiting and training. We are tires.
M29C.
8407.
2
an old line company in the upper F78 x 14 or 15" - $17.40+$2.4
5 per cent in size of all com- (;78 x 14 or 15" - $18.27-$2.80 po1101010•41wft‘kWif
FOR SALE
panies. We have the most up to H78 x 14 or 15" $19.51+$2.80
0
0
date portfolios, consisting of life, J78 x 14 or 15" - $19.70+$2.89•
1972 BULTACO
0
hospitalization and income L78 x 14 or 15" - $22.70-4- $3.13
0:
0
PURSANG 125
Armstrong's best tine of
protection. For confidential in25 "2 H.P.--$658
terviews send resumes to Per- polyester glass belted whitewall •
.
A
immloat
753-1343 or
_
Boa-2204-e
-Director;
4
M29C
62812.
111.
on,
ntei
F78 a 14 or 15" - $20.30+22-5
$20.89+$2.71 MOBILE HOME,extra nice. Has
G78 1-111H78 x 14 or 15" - $21.98+52.96 carpet throughout, central air
WAITRESS
J78 x 14 or 15" - $22.43+$3.02 and heat, extra insulation,
1 Part time or full time.
L78 x 14 or 15" - $24.73+13.13 thicker dark paneling, larger
Apply in person to....
Armstrong's best line of water heater and four foot offset
JERRY'S
polyester steel belted whitewall in living room. Home also has 200
South 12th
amp. all electric service, untires.
PCOI --AM th.s newswil
T. •. J
Sre65
$23.13+$2.68 derpennirig and porch. Must be
15"
or
14
x
F78
119.4K10. Mc.
0 Ion
I ir
G78 x 14 or 15" - 124.27+12.87 seen to appreciate. Phone 7531968 MERCEDES BENZ
M26P
NURSE AIDES! Applications H78 x 14 or 15" - $25.58+$3.10 4923.
220D
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
TAND YOU WANT are being accepted for exWATER FRONT lot in Panorama "SURE,MISTER, I UNDERS
Polyester glass
Armstrong
Beige with Blue interior
ski
perienced nurse aides. Apply at
85 ACRES and 4 Bedroom House Shores-Good road, local water -TO REPORT A HOLDUP -THEY ALL DO."
wide 70 series with raised 1971 GLASSMATE fishing or
Murray belted
office,
personnel
$4400.00.
753-02'76 or 7534366
only
Price
.
boat, Paris, Line trailer with 45
system.
Community
the
in
Backusburg
letters.
white
Calloway County Hospital. An
electric
NOTICE
after 5 p.m.
3 55 acres with large tobacco Lot 209 Baywood Subdivision
NOTICE
G70 x 14 or 15" - $23.01+12.86 H P Mercury motor,
equal opportunity emCost
skis.
with
Complete
start
81+63.09
$23
barn, livestock barn and corn near lake. Price $900.00.
15"
or
M24C H70 x 14
_ployer..
.031210E lots inth.Hilks.
ding.
nylon glass. belteeLover S2100.00.sell for ord.Y 1995. 00Armstrong
od,
!FtCURY, 1963. Runs iforaised white Phone 474-22V after 500 p.m.
Spring Gardening Time-The Price reduced to $12750.00 for 3
WANT A second income? For wide 60 series with
leaks good, drives good. $175.00.
M27C
Perfect Spot! Frame House and 2 bedroom residential corner lot
opportunity to work part time, set letters.
Phone 7534232 after 5:00 p.m.
8
Acres South of Murray, recently 1301 Poplar.
625.53+63.1
15"
or
14
x
G60
financial
have
own hours,
!)124P
remodeled, paneled and car266 Acre farm on good
$28 444-$3.66 BOY'S SUMMER clothes size 10
security. Phone 753-1470 April 5P 1.80 x 14 or 15" 200 acres in *
pants-$1.00 & $2.00. Size 12 shirt,
4
roadand
Acre
1
blacktop
this
on
peted
I
1069 BUICK Riviera, automatic,
Effective March 30, 1973, the City Street
ROBY SALES, Highway 68,
M27NC
$1.00. Call 753-3903
now leased for *
M31C
to
person
MATURE
power steering and brakes, air Bedroom House near Kirksey. cultivation
*
WANTED
Ky.
curb
the
offer
Benton,
no
longer
will
nt
Departme
per year Better buy this
$5000.00
Kirksey.
near
House
in
my
baby
for
small
,
seats
bucket
Four
baby-sit
conditioned
*
pick-up service for trash and other debris.
AND gram elevator, two:
new tires. Phone 753-8136 or 753- 40a acres of land and trees at a one
home Monday through Friday, 21" BOY'S bike, 10 speed, HAY
r
it
if
manpowe
sell
provided
which
and wagon Phone
funds
listings-can
Federal
cultivator
farm
row
Need
Hardin.
M24NC good price, East of
4919.
8:03 a.m -4.00 p.m. References English Racer. Excellent conM30C
753-8090
for this service were withdrawn March 241
Call John Randolph Realty & you list with me.
M26C
753-3882.
Phone
.
required
dition. Two months old Phone
Auction Company, 753-8382 or Claude I.. Miller, Realtor. 7531973.
M2'7C MALE PON''. Phone 492-8532
1171 DODGE Challenger, power
753.4707 after 5-00 p m.
M24C
M26C 5064 phones 753-3059.
Keith Hays 489-2488
M27C
roof, V8
steering, vinyl
p**************************4#
*
after 4:00p.m.
HELP WANTED
VA LOANS, no down payment for
4torruitic, $1750.00. Phone days
qualified veteran. 12 years to
•
4/4-Z378 or nights 753-0271. M27P
6 People Needed
16' fold up disc. Used
ANNUAL
A heck-ov-a
•
Give Loretta, Larry, Wayne or Don a call at
pay. Drive on out almost to ATHENS
•
Full
Also 8' cab over
Mar,
season.
per
one
Si
$3
to
Up
Beltline.
STEAK SPECIAL
•
Clarks River Bridge on
1972 NOVA SS 350-4 speed,
pickup camper.
Delivery.
r"
•on Mon, Thes., & Wed. next
-O-Wa
"Man
Sales
Sloe Route
Bank financing on spot. Bill's
•
headers, cam, custom interior,
Has all the extras Phone 7534199
Call Monday.
week.
South
3900
Local
Homes,
•
wk
Mobile
TRIANGLE INN
mag wheels. Excellent condition.
•
M27P
Murray Distributing Co.
Member of Multiple Listing
Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky., after 5:00p.m.
•
M27P
753-4953
Phone 7534438.
•
753-1325
Phone
M24C
753-3263
4434150.
202 S 4th I across from Post Office
ROYAL TYPEWRITER 890
and
Sales Personnel residence Phonesi
manual. Type in red or black.
753-6883
all
Wright
1771,
Larry
12'x60',
7534079
Jobs
Loretta
MOBILE HOME,
CADILLAC 1969 Fleetwood
492-8420 after 4.00 p.m.
Phone
Need
qualify"
YOU
CAN
753-9912
air
Don Nanny
Wayne Wilson 753-504%
electric, fully furnished,
19:00 p.m.
Brougham. One owner. Extra
MVP
business
my
in
assist
to
someone
conditioned_ $3950.00. Phone 753clean. Low mileage. AM-FM
Tuesday
two hours a day, five days a 9325.
M24P
Property for you in the City
stereo radio Phone Benton 527BEDROOM SUITE, antiqued
'week. For personal interview
ANNUAL
$595
Only
NBC
arid
heat
central
two
M27C
baths,
7649.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK,
ACADIEM/
phone 7534970 between 200 and LIVING R(X)M suite Also an- rock maple, $95 00 Phone' 753AWA RDS
)4126C
Ch. 6
air, built-ins in kitchen, large utility with lavatory. desk
M26C
5571
5:00p.m.
Choice of Proofs
que ice box. Phone 753t622
ti
GRAND PRIX, 1971 SJ, loaded,
and storage built in bedroom, built in 1964, R-2 zone.
M24C
all power 1971 Monte Carlo. Both
KIFtBY VACUUMS-The shag
WANTED SOMEONE to do
Babies & Children
FOR ALL your religious or nonspecialist that adjusts to any
cars low mileage Phone 753-8818
INTERESTED IN AN OLDER HOME' Four bedroom
rug
353
with
and
5
ing,
cards
body
houseclean
1964 GALAXIE
religious greeting
12
Age
to
M26C
New and used vacuums
or 753-9997
frame, two baths, basement, lot 450 feet deep, R-3 zone
carpet.
$75.00.
"
. Per motor no transmission),
FridayMsmda
and five hours- h°u"
statiorlry notes see Gerald
gstr --Perleer Aenvernstrsovo
V2Ortor
4
ptione
1
1
---7
10.415tve'cidrop,
744C4ite
•
.
me w°4:T1554-153:---m
phone
FOUR BEDROOM tri-level, study. 2'1 baths, dining
THREE BEDROOM brick home,
Teenagers and Adults "
and
M27C
M27NC
1712.
April 53room, family room with fireplace, aible garage, patio
with
carpeted, carport and patio in
ft
or
0752
for
BOY'S BOOT skates, black,
11 00 Extra
with grill, built in 1970
back, large storage building On
HELP WANTED to work in clean rink only, size 5, excellent conM27C dition and gas stove in fair USED STOVE and refrigerator.
Large lot on 94 East, five miles
jup shop. Phone 753-7619.
Call 753-2342
Reasonable Phone 753-7191, if no
* ELECT *
JUST GIVE US A BID! living room with fireplace, dining
from Murray Phone 753-8049
condition. Ilas'ellas' rug in exM211C
phone 753-1748
M30C
answer
room, three or four bedrooms Its an older home in good
ent
after 4 . 00 p.m
For Appointm
MUSIC sad
cellent condition. All reasonably
Turiltic„
condition
M24C
7534341.
Phone
priced.
County Court Mee
BOAT, 14' fiberglasil
- TWO-LARGErseates4seat-latis.in
Paid by E4.
Stbdi0 Jerry
with 20 H P Johnson motor;
01,"15
Cain, 753-8712. Registered
TWO BRDROOM frame, carpeted, under $12,000.
Blood River Subdivision. $4500.00
FORD 1964, Camper Special $540.00. Phone 753-6257.
M26C
M30(
craftsman Piano Technician
for both. Phone 436-2427
pickup, air conditioned, overload
rFc
.
Poplar
503
Guild.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK, den, near university, car.isprings. 10116.5 tires, 1968
LEGAL NOTICE
peted, outside storage, priced under $24,000.
GENERAL STORE, located in
TUNING-Repair- Vistaliner camper, gas-electric
PIANO
so0000e
Hazel, Kentucky Reason tot
oven,
and
stove
rebuilding. Prompt expert ser- refrigerator, gas
FOR RENT
EIGHT ROOM FRAME, two baths, two kitchens, across
selling, retiring. Phone 492The public will take notice that
If You
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt AC-DC lights and many other
M29P
from university zoned: R 4.
the Kentucky State Board of
pianos for sale Ben W Dyer, extras Phone 753-8136 or 753- 8241.
Health will on 5, April, 1973,
FOUR ROOM, house, on 641
M24NC
Murray. Kentucky Phone 753ISUAT MOTOR and trailer, 15)1'
THREE BEDROOM brick, den, carport, baseboard heat,
conduct a hearing at 9 30 a.m.,
South, four miles from Murray.
Phone
Please
8911
under $21,000
play,
with 80 H P Mercury
child's
for
fiberglass,
courtyard
fenced
,
State
Auditorium
the
in
E.S.T.,
Adults only. Phone 492-8356 M30C
TFC LARGE DELUXE Frigidaire motor In good condition, $800.00.
Health Services Building,
Your
condition.
good
In
dove, electric.
M26C
PEST CONTROL
Phone 489-2538.
CENTRAL HEAT ANT) AIR, three bedroom brick. I LI
275 East Main Street, Frankfort,
FURNISHED two bedroom
Phone 753-3951 after 5:00 p.m.
2.
R
Zoned:
r
1968,
in
Carrie
built
baths,
of
purpose
the
for
Kentucky,
apartment, wall to wall carFOR THE best in pest control M26C
SALE, Friday,
GARAGE
considering State Board of
peting, central heat and air.
service and termite control call
First
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK, two baths, family room,
Saturday, Monday, March 23, 24,
Regulation S-ENG-1-2
Health
Excellent location Children O.K.
Scperior Exterminating Com- TWO LONG formaie, one yellow 26, 1613 West Main Street. 753central heat and air, landscaped aved drive, excellent
No pets Available March 1 Rent
relating to revised standards for
If No Results:
pany, 753-7216.
March 27C and one white, size 9,11000 each. 9288 Pretty anniversary clock,
condition. R-2 Zone
water
public and semi-public
March
$145.00 Phone 753-4331
Five party dresses Phone 753- carnival crystal pink glassware,
Phone
28C
supplies. Anyone desiring to be
FOR SALE
M26C
3891.
air,
and
heat
central
baths,
two
S,
BEDROOM
THREE
complete complete windows,bird
heard should appear at the above
built in 1971 Zoned: R 2.
school,
Robertson
grill.
with
lavatory,
patio
complete
bath,
d
TWO 'BEDROOM unfurnishe
time and place to do so.
MOBILE HOME, 1970 Morgan, ELEVEN PIGS. Phone 753M26P
miscellaneous.
5:00
p.m.,
Before
above
the
at
apartment, wall to wall carstatements
Oral
M26P
12'160', two bedrooms, un- 72113.
REDECORATED three bedroom brick, I "2 baths, 20 x 40
a
to
peting, good location No lease
limited
be
will
hearing
Then
furnished. Phone 753-9961. M27P
swimming pool Zoned: R 2
AFGHANS: LARGE and for
required. $120 00 per month.
reasonable length of time.
SMALL MARE to foal in May, baby. Phone 753-8982 after 600
and
p.m.
5:30
should be
April 28C
After
Phone 753-4331.
Lengthy
statements
that
M26C
BE GENTLE, be kind, to
$125.00. Phone 753-7349
M26P
INCOME PROPERTY--duplex, centrally located, now
p.m.
orally summarized and the full
expensive carpet, clean with Blue
p.m.
6:30
Until
rented, earn 11.5 per cent on your investment
Written
text presented in writing.
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer BLACK ANGUS, heifers, full EARLY AMERICAN living room
**4n11*******************
HOUSE TRAILER, 60'x12',
statements may be mailed to the
$1.03. Big K, Belaire Shopping stock. Make nice breeding stock. suite and rocker. Coffee table and
for you out of City
Property
located on Kentucky Lake near
Office of the Commissioner of
M24C Average 475 lbs. Phone 753-1348,
Center.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK, two baths, central heat and
tables. Phone 753-8825
New Concord. Phone 436Health at least one (Ii week prior
M24C two end
or nights 753-9390.
in 1971
built
room,
dining
air,
days or 753-4443, after 5.00
M26C
2427.
to the hearing, or handed to the JANE'S ATTIC, 104 North 13th BOAT
INSURANCE. Broad
M29C
hearing secretary at the hearing. Street. New, used and slightly coverage Good claim services. ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales, p.m.
TWO MILESSZ2Ait'our bedroom brick, two
revised used items. Avon bottles, book
the
Copies of the
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
a
Lowest rates.
Galloway In- Mayfield, Kentucky, on
baths, 2.21
or sell. Call 753regulation may be obtained by swap. Every Monday, Tuesday. surance & Realty. Phone 753- Benton
Travel AVON TO buy
house in Hazel. Also furnished
Highway.
Write Glenda
443-3366.
or
8706
of
a.m.-5:30
Office
9:30
,
753the
Wednesday
Phone
and
writing or calling
apartment in Murray.
5842
April 11C trailers, pickup camper, toppers. Duke, P.O. Box, 3247, Paducah,
FOUR BEDROOMS,built in 1967, located near one of the
State p.m.,Saturciay 1:30-5:30p.m.
M28C
Commissioner,
the
7333.
We also rent campers by the
new proposed elementary schools.
April 26C
Kentucky,42001.
Department of Health, Frank- M24C
MEMPHIS BELL 14' aluminum week or weekend. Call 247-8187 or
564(502)
M24C
fort, Kentucky(Phone:
2 H P Johnson outboard 489-2303.
/
boat, 51
FOUR BEDROOM FRAME,tw aths, half basement, 'h
CREOSOTE POLES, 8' to 25'.
3970
TWO BEDROOM, central heat
and trailer Good condition.
mile north of Murray
and treated fence posts. Murray
Store
Shoe
ITC
de
BOOT
VERNON'S
M27C
and air, $110.00 per month. Phone
$350.00. Phone 767-4745.
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
repair
shoe
and
M24C
Leather goods
Paducah 443-5239.
SIX ACRES with frontage on federal highway, three
M24C
CHAIN LINK FENCING REGISTERED ANGUS bulls, All types of Western supplies. Street.
bedroom frame
activity
Harry
Contact
age.
any
SA
I
serviceable
I
AUCTION
about
just
at
for
Sale
Boots
On
Now
NEATLY FURNISHED one or
THREE BEDROOM double Key or Gary Key at Coldwater, under the sun Sycamore and
two bedroom apartment. May be
FOUR BEDROOMS, three baths, two kitchens, built in
wide, only $6595.00. Bill's Mobile
25(
M27C
p.m.
April
after 4:00
4th.
AUCTION SALE; Hazel Auction
seen at- Kelly's Pest Control,
1980, bordering city limits.
Homes, South Beltline Highway.
House, Hazel, Ky., Saturday
at
located 100 South 13th
Ky. Phone 443Lyles
Larry
Phone
USED AIR boat and trailer, 125 POODLE PUPPIES, AKC Paducah,
M24C
M26C
March 24, 7:00 p.m.
Street.
REDUCED-Five bedrooms,three baths, basement, near
6150.
Contact
engine.
old
H.P. Lycornbing
registered, apricot, 11 weeks
753-2310 for
Antique oak chairs, drum top
Ky. Lake.
Howard Brandon, 753-5960 or 753- Three male and two female,
APARTMENT;
table, antique libran table,
FURNISHED
SCHNAUZER
FREE ESTIMATE
M24NC $50.00 each. Phone 753-6690. M24C MINIATURE
4383.
THREE BEDROOM frame, living room, dining room,
occasional chairs, Queen Ann
three rooms, and bath, private
shed, tops in perNon
puppies.
East of Murray, Under $7,000.
dining table, trunk, end tables, Expert Installation Also
entrance and garage. Prefer one
Melody-Ayre Kennels,
SALE at American sonality.
port-a-crib baby bed, pink, green,
person. No pets. Phone 753LARGEST RUMMAGE
Available
Tennessee. Phone 901Y'S
3uchanan,
KENTUCK
24,
l
March
commercia
of
building,
BORDERING CITY-Six acres, potential
M26C
and amber depression glass, Hull
1293.
M28P
now while Legion
Buy
pistols.
of
variety
232-8327.
a.m. Clothes,
or residential lots, three bedrooms, plus upstairs and
vases, large assortment If other
them at starting at 7:00
get
still
can
you
M24C
Kirby
shoes, household items.
basement.
good glass, lots of odds and ends. FREE SERVICE on all
KEEPS carpets beautiful despite
reasonable prices. Country Boy
TWO BEDROOM furnished
vacuwns over 5 years old. For
needs
auction
all
your
For
miles
9
people.
pistol
footsteps of a busy family. Buy
the
Stores,
trailer, air conditioned, 1 mile
authorized
ELEVEN ROOMS, three baths, central heat, How about
contact Wilson and Thompson appointment with
from Hopkinsville. Junction 117 TOY() EIGHT track stereo tape Blue Lustre. Rent electric
from Murray. Garbage pick up
Wayne Wilson Kirby dealer Phone 753-0752 or and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00 player,$20 00 Phone 753office building fraternity house or child care center''
an
Service.
Auction
shampooer $1. Kwik-Pik Market,
per
$85.00
and water furnished.
after 12 30 p.m. Offer p.m.
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